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Dilwyn Jones

Once again my thanks are due to our regular band of contributors
who have provided a varied and interesting selection of articles
for this issue -without their help, this magazine would not be
possible And of course, thanks are due to the editorial team of
Jochen, Roy and Bruce, without whose help this issue would not
have been possible at all because of my recent overwhelnning job
pressures and tirne taken to prepare for a big event in my life in

September {no, I don't mean I'm buying a Q40) Speaking of big
events regular readers will know I al"n an avid user of the QL
emulator QPC So far it has been one of the few SMSQ/E plat-
forms not to receive the"colour drivers" treatment. Well, Marcel
Kilgus {author of QPC} has been hard at work on QPC2 and we
managed to drag him away from it long enough to write an article
about it. What is happening to QPC2? Read his article to see. Jon
Dent is also beavering away on the QDOS TCP/IP project and
there is a further progress report elesewhere in this issue.
Norman Dunbar was asked to reveiew a copy of The Wall, a new
QL game ,from Wolfgang l-enerz. This nearly proved to be a mis-
take, as he got so addicted to ii he barely stopped playing it long
enough to write for this issue 'see his review of this rather
unique gamel Wolfgang Lenerz in turn writes about Prowess in
this issue, while Nasta brings us some information about his Gold-
fire hardware project.

Will you be looking forward to Quanta's Q12000 meeting this
autumn? lf not, you'll be in a minority, for everyone seems to be
talking about this biggest of QL events at the rnoment, with
interest in attending shown from Qlers worldwidel Although after
my big event in September it'll be perhaps the second biggest
event of the year for me ,
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was better wasn't it, "We were young and
had a lot offun..."

"Yes, but I'm also very
happy naw, retired... , no
pressure from the boss!"

"Sa what do YEU miss

rnost.from the past?"

'Yes indeed, but that doesn'I ,,.NOT HAVNG AN
0N{0FF SWTTCH 0N
MY NEW PR.NTER
AI,IYMARE!'
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RWAP Softwar€/ Rieh ildeltor

QL Cosmos is now version 2.02 and handles
large screens much better using as much of the
screen as possible. l.Jpdates from the original
cost [5.00
A-l--laln ic nnrrr rrarcinn 1 AE rrrhinh nrrarcnmac iha\d I lUl|/ lJ llVvv vVlJlVll I.vJ vvlllulr VV!lUVlllUJ (llL

probleffls with case sensitivity mentioned in the
review lt also includes the Pointer Environment
files {it always didl) and enables the user to
search for help on a given keyword from within
the program without searching through the list for
it. Updates to the latest version cost [1 and an
qAtr

Due to popular demand we have now released
Q-lndex v1.04 as a companion program to Q-Help
for [5. This is the index program supplied with
the SB,ASIC/SuperBAS|C Reference Manual and
allows you to enter a topic {such as Battery
Backed Clocks) and receive a list of all relevant
keywords. You can then select a keyword to
launch Q-Help for information.

QL Cash Trader (which was soid as Trading
Accounts in the past) is now v3.7. Upgrades from
the original cost [5, upgrades from earlier RWAP
Software versions cost [1 and an SAE
QL Genealogist is now v3.25 - this is well worth
the update, wilh the ability to use Filelnfo ll to
launch other programs {such as Quill) to
read/amend documents linked with an individual,lt
will also use QMenu if this is available to find
filenames, as well as passing the name of the
tree to be loaded when the program first starts
up (useful for Filelnfo ll). Other improvernents
include the ability to alter more parameters (for

the printer and for Age difference tolerances) and
being able to generate a list of persons either
alphabetically or by Network lD, There are also a
few minor bug fixes Upgrades from earlier RWAP
Software versions cost f1 plus SAE
I also have a range of second hand iterns for sale
- please send an SAE for latest list

Paragra ph News/ Francois Lanciault
This is to notily the community that the free ver-
sion of Paragraph has been updated to version
107. Many bugs are now things of the past since
v104 that was available on the internet, The
archive should be available soon 0n Thierry site
and the PROGS site

Also version 2.03 of the program has been sent
to all registered users with email. l{ you are a
registered users and did not received the update
by email please let me know.
Version 2.03 now has HTML export facility The
program can generate complex HTML documents
with tables, multi-column text, images, various font
and fontsize etc.

Diluryns \X/ebsite
I have now updated my website to include the
latest version of Dave Westbury's Photon JPEG

viewer program, which now recognises GD2
mode 32 (OXf and torthcorning QPC 64k colours
mode)
Recent additions to the same site include a range
of programs frorr Mark Knight {K-Base, Molecular
Graphics, Heartbeat, Popcalc, Q-Page etc) and
from Norman Dunbar (former DJC pr0grams
including Winback hard disk backup, The Gopher
file search utility, DJToolkit of BASIC extensions
and a few other lreeware programs), Norman has
now made these ex-DJC programs into freeware
and I arn very grateful to him for that.
These programs may be found on the Other
Software page - from my homepage select the
'QL Software' page then click on the link 'click

here to visit the Other Software page' My
homepage is at

trttp://www.soft. net.u k/dj/i ndex. htm I

To go direct to the Other Software page go to
http :/lwwwsott. n et. uk/dilsoftware/other/other.htrn I

Beginners elub, ltaly -

New Email Address
0n 15th July 2000 the old e-mail address,
beginners@geocities.com will expire.
Since today you can use the new address'
beg i n ne rs" g eo@yah oo 

" 
co rn

Doc9html/ Eilwyn Jones
An early Beta test release of my DOC2HTML
program, allowing simple HTML pages to be cre-
ated in Quill (including facilities lor images and
links inclusion, is now available frorn my Web site.

Create simple Web pages in Quill, save them as
DOC file then use this program to convert them
to HTML.
Do bear in mind that this is a Beta tesi version, so
il may not work on all platforms or may have bugs
lurking in therel
Try pointing your browser at

http ://www"soft. n et. u k/d j/sof tware/f rcewa rel
freeware.htcnl
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and scroll down to the DOC2HTML section to
download lhe program.
Any feedback on this program would be appre-
ciated. While you are not going to be creating the
flashiest web site ever using this program, it does
afford a means for those unfamiliar with HTML to
design a first basic web site. The program does
not do any FTP to upload the pages of course,
you'll have to rely on whatever platfcrnr you
currently use to access the net for that until full
QL internet access and ftp comes along.

G. Plavecs Website has moved
This may be of interest for your bookmarks'
My web site has been rnoved to
http://kuel.etw.cel
(previously wwwaltern.org/kuelat )

The good news is that I have now more room for
ql things. The bad news is that I have to update
some of the pages.
You can also find a QXLWIN format description
http://kuel.ctw.cc/qxlwin. htm I

Gerhard maintains an Austrian QL website, so you
should be able io find more information about the
Austrian Ql- show here too!

Ql- l.-,lsers Frnail Database
Robin Barker has re-programmed the QL Users
Email Database This is a list of all QL Users who
are online complete with their email addresses. lf
you visit the Quanta site
www.quanta.uni.cc
and find that you are not mentioned (and would
like to be) there are instructions on how to be put
onto it.

ln the course of this he had to use CGI program-
ming and, in his communication to this magazine,
he went into a short rant at this point decrying the
need to have to keep learning more computer
languages.
The Quania site now contains a large database
with further information on the users volunteered
by the users themselves. The website does have
the abilily to 'bulk email' groups of addresses via
a built in search engine. Those of you who have
lnternet capability are invited to visit it.

Jochen MerzSoftware
For major news, read the QPC2 article from Mar-
cel. I hope to have version B of the Menu Exten-
sion ready soon. No details can be given here, no
space. As there seem 1o be confusion about ihe
naming (people refer to il as "QMenu'), I will re-
name it to "QMenu" soon and "QMenu" will be
called '\lenu [xlension Programmers manual or
something similar

,..end the winR€r is*,,

We have received many emails after we set
the deadline in the previous issue, but
fortunately no postcards arrived af ter ihe
deadline

So, here is the "official" result,

Dietrich:Digital Clock Izok

Duncan, Q40 and Aurora... i5%
Marcel,Star3D 23ok
Per, Blocks 15%

Stephen: Kaleidoscope ., 35%

Congratulations, Stephen, the prize will be on
its way to youl

Other interesting replies, B67o of the readers
which replied by postcard are abie to handle
HD disks This is good to know but we will

stick to DD disks in the future to satisfy all

readers and make only exceptions where HD
disks are essential to run the disks contents
(i.e, it would be of no use on DD anyway, like
ProWesS was),

Most readers would like to see cover disks
with demo versions of cornmerical software,
which is something we always wanted to do.
Now, that we have confirmation that this is
something also demanded by our readers,
expect one of our next cover disks to contain
demo versions,
Call to cornmercial software authors: please
inform QL Today about the availability of demo
versions (preferably via email, so that we can
easily contact you when we need to prepare
the cover disk).
There seems to be a demand for PD utilities in

general which could be found on many of our
previous cover disks. Pretty good to see that
these are preferred items on our cover disks
we will carry 0n providing you with the most
useful tools.

We would like to say 'Thank you" to all
participaiing authors for their screen savers
and also to all readers who returned the
postcards for voting and inforrning us what
you would like to see in the future, and for
ensuring us we are doing something you like
to readltest.
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ooPS...
ln the last issue, we published a news item about
Daniel Baum's Website. Unfortunately, we
managed to print the old address The correct
address for his website is,

wwwqldesign.com

ooPs (2).,.

ln the editorial colurnn of the last issue, I referred
to a new version of the "colour drivers" for the
QL.ln fact, what I meant to say was that it was for
the QXL. Apologies for the error
Dilwyn Jones

Wolfgang l.Jhlig wrote:
Hi Geoff,
I read your article in the latest QL Today with
interest. There is one point where you are not well
informed I suppose. To gel a list of all items of an
EASYPTR menu use the command MLIST in the
following way:
OPEN #3,con
0PEN-over #4, ramL--nrymenu*ref
MDRAW #lrnymenu
MLrST #4,#3
CL0SE #/0,#3
Then you will have a wonderful list of all the items
with size, place, contents etc in the file
"raml*mymenu-ref".

Graham Wall wrote:
l've been trying to download Dave's photon-zip
program ffrom Dilwyn's website]Are you sure the
address you have given in QL To-Day is correct.
Every combination of soft,net; softnet; dj first or
after produce a ziltch on the internet connection I

have here in Spain,
I am not sure if Graham is on thfs mailing lisi,
however it wrll serve to point out an error in the
latest QL Today A directory name has been
omitted in the websife address published on
page 5 of Vol 5 lssue I of 8L Today, which has
left a number of people wondering how fo get
hold of fhe Pho{on JPG handler program by
Dave Westbury
The corect URL for the page eoncerned is:
www.soft.net. uk/dj/software/other/othe r. htm I

Apologies to Dave Weslbury (the author of
Photonl fon lhis eror

John E, Juergens sent us a useful tip:
Recently, I was browsing through the MicroSoft
site and noticed that DirectX 7A was available so,
I downloaded and executed it.

I may be wrong but I have the distinct impression
that it noticeably increased the speed at which
my QPC2 operated.
Just thought l'd rnention rt in case yoLr hadn't
notrced the upgrade
Thanks - no, I haven't noticed * buf f'rn nof
surfing fo fhe MrcroSoff websrfe. Eut now l'trl fry
i{ myself

Jon Dent keeps us upto-date:
Hi Folks this is an updated progress report for my
TCP/lP project.

Worl<inq,
- System ., extended for TCP

SOQL (socket library) ,. updated with TCP func-
tions
UDP
IP

-SLIP
- TCP at lastl

Work in proqress:
- TCP... Undergoing thorough tests

POP3 ... Really just to test TCP but can be used
to collect emails from a POP3 server

There are probably lots of (small) details which
need to be added to achieve full RFC compliance
The stack is working on my SMSQ/E SGC sHer-
mes syslem but I got some funnies when I tried it
on Minerva which I haven't had time to investigate.

Brtill bui not vet inteqtated:
PPP l'd like to have the rest of the stack running
stably and beta tesied using SLIP before integra-
ting PPP

Planned,
- Documentationlll
- SMTP (application email)

IraP rt21*3 suPPort. (sYstem)
" DNS {application/stack)
Thinkinq abqut;

TTLNET
FTP

-WWW

...And now a question to everyone using a dial-in

ISP: Does your ISP support SLIP? Sometimes
they do but don't advertise it. You just have to
enter SLIP instead of PPP when logging rn Others
don't give you the chance to enter anything they

lust switch to PPP{Maybe you could check your
login script?)

6 &L ffodog



DasBenately seekirxg,,,
Jofrn Rish

I have a keyboard interface {l think) which is not a
Di Ren, and looks home made, and also very
professional. I am trying to find out what it is, can
anyone help wiih the description below?
It has two IPROMS with labels on them, (typed on
a dot matrix prinier) f W421, and FP1165.

Three 16 pin lC chips, two each 74HC14ap, and

one SN74hC14BN, A place to put the 8049, a

crystal, a couple of transistors, several resisters/-
capacitors, on one end it has a connector that
has six pins that connect to a six pin din plug.

The circuit board is 6 inches bV 2 ll2 inches
Does ihis sound like anything you have seen
before.

Tony Firshrnan does not recognise it, QBranch
has not seen it either nor has Jochen Merz.

Erna i l-List i nvitation
ll you returned the postcard which we added to
lssue 6 of Volume 4 and you filled in your email
address and ticked the field "please add me to
the QL News Email list", then you should be on the
list by now provided, your email address was
correct.
You should have received an invitation via email
which you hopefully returned, otherwise you are
not on the list. This security feature makes sure
that you do not get into lists you do not want to
be on, because somebody else put you on the
list without your knowledge,

lf you are not on the list, you can get yoursell
easily into it: go to
wwwj-m-s.com/smsq/i ndex. htm

scroll down a bit and you will find a lrnk to the
form where you can enter your email adcjress.

Same procedure' you will receive an email which
you have io return.
Do not won'!: you willnot receive many rnails {e.g"

feel 'spammed'). We only send mails in case of
real news, or to announce QL shows etc. This
can happen twice or three tirnes a month, and

sometimes a month is completely quiet.

And, ol c0urse, you can always unsubscribe
yourself from the list So why not join now?
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f, 3"S*
tr 3.ffie

f, &.ffiffi

fr I &"S#
fl 3ffi.ffi#

fl &"5ffi

Q ffirffimch Fr*,pila
The Knight Sale 3 N7y{fr**'

arBgradeS fr$ss? pYevrslrs vers{Gns
e 35.ffi$

f 5.**

Q " R.oute v1.CIEC -r r € 75"*&
Roure finding progranrme; *qf#F'

Q - count NEWvc''"- e ?s"sCI
Pointer drh.'en horne accounfing

The Frmetal Ccileefricxx $

This is a brasrd new program which wiltr produce stunning
anirnate{tr ftactal patterns" lt wi[! ruft 6n anSrrhing ttom a
6olci Carei to the Q4S and will be eapabie of using fFre
pcwer of the cstrour drivers wl"len ti:ey are released.

Complete witl: many example frles and routlnes to clesign
yOur o\4/r1 screefis,

ffnly fl 3S"ffiffi

qe4 qrB/r
h"paveL-p\4{ e-d

Co$d eane{ i Atani i qXL Vensicx-r

tr ?ffi.ffim
Various Atarivensions : calN for details

lhe (lolour Drivers are running on the Q Bianch Q 40 I

Corning t* a computer near you in 7t!01)!

QFC 2 is Frene E

f, $S"Sffi {fr 7ffi.ffi* SMSrylffi ffiwm*ns}
{Jpgrades &om QFC 1 { 3fi.SS

{return rnaster clisk}

Special offer i

Cet Cuesheli for only g1 5.00 with anv copy *fl5tu1

Ther* are so many ex'tras avaiiable {trr fhe Q 40
tliat it is hard to iist then'l here" If you aie

inlerested in *ne ofthese boards thai: ccntact us
ancl x*re lvitrt suppty the details" the basic priees are

shorvn here"

Q 4* board wiii: 16Mh R&hi! &.i i,/fi earctr e 33*"&S
+ sMsQlr t 3$.s*
Exrra 

.n6 
&4b K,A"i!,! f, 3*"*S

T*wer Case g 45.S&
,&il r:rices do :rot include shinni:l

We can €eeepf payruenf *:y b$SA, Masfer*ard e$d Swifuft. '/crr esn afs* pay by
Ewr*aheques n'rade *ut in Sterling or a Sferfimgr *kequ* drawn an a UPt ffiank.
Prfc*s inelude Postand PackinE in Eurape.
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6ee Gnaphies! (on the ALn Pant 17
Herb Schaaf

3 Views added - Front, Top, and
Side
ln GGs16 we presented one way of finding the
solution for the distance and direction {rom a

Point to a Line in 3 space, To "see' the results
graphically you can merge the listing
'3Views*added" to the previous listing
"Point-to*Line-3D-bas"" Use quotation marks
around the filename when you merge since it
starts with a numeric instead of a alphabetic
character An error-trapping RtPeat check*angle
has been included

Listinq "3Views added"

Afler the usual entering of data with numerical
solution as before, you will then have an added
graphical display in three orthographic views A
Front view in the lower left window a Top vrew rn

the upper left window and a right Side view in the
lower right window The upper right window will

identify each of the points, lines, etc as used in
the algorithm 

-lb "see'the steps of the algorithm
in sequence lust touch the spacebar each time
the program reaches PAUSE
Next time? Perhaps we can have a look at

rnatrices. They seern to be quite useful in

computer graphics.

l-00 REMark merge this lVi-ews-added to Foint-to-Line-JD-bas
1l-0 REMark HL Schaaf June 13, 20AA
120 REMark to go with GG #17 a:fi GG #16
210 views-in_3D
1885 REPeat check-angle
1915 rF ((oirane(axis) )= min-ang) aun (airang(axis) 1= (180-min-ang))) tmu
t91.6 EXIT check-angle
1917 END IF
l-918 END REPeat check-ang1-e
2860 PRINT \\\\r,rrTouch any key for 3 viewstt
2870 REMark PRINT \\\\,,rrTouch any key to exitrr
2930 :

2940 DEFine PROCedure views-irr-3D
2950 R[Mark what limits for values ?

2960max=0:min=1X6
29?0 DIM min-max(3r2)
2980FORi=1T03
299A IF lineJd(l,i) , mirr-lax(i,1) : mi-n--nax(i,1) = line3d(l-,i
3000 IF Line3d(1, i) > mi-rr--nax(i,2) : min-lax(i,2) = lj.ne3d(1,1
3010 IF tine3d(2,i) < min-lax(i,1) : min-max(i,1) = tine3d(2,1
3020 IF 1ine3d(2,i) , mirr'-nax(i,2) : min-lax(i,2) = 1ine3d(2,i
3030 fp Pt-in-3D(i) , mirr-rrax(i,t) : min-max(5,r1) = Pt-in-JD(i
3a10 rr Pt-j"n*3D(i) , min-nax(i,2) : min--urax(i,z) = Pt-irL3D(i
3A5A IF Ft*of-Pt2line(i) r min:rax(i,f) : min-lax(irl) - Ft*of-Pt2line(i)
3A6A IF Ft-of-Pt2Line(i) , min-rrax(i,2) : mirr-.:nax(i,2) = Ft*of*Pt2llne(i)
3A70 min-max( i,0) = min--nax( i,2) - min--urax(i,1)
3080 IF mirr-:rax(irZ)u me.x : max = min-max(ir2)
3090 IF mirulax(i,t), min : min = mj-n-nax(i,1)
3100 min--nax(0r0) = max * min
3110 END FOR i
3120 REMark greatest range in any case is min:nax(0rO)
3130 REMark set same scal-e for all views, but may have differing origins
3L/+0 :

3150 M0DE /r

3L60 IJIND0I,I #0,216,128,256,A : REMark for pronpts, etc"
3170 WINDOW#!r256,128,256,128 : REMark Right si-de vj-ew

3180 WIND)W#2, 256, r2B, 0, A

30

: REMark Top view
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3190 OPEN #j,eon*2J6x128a0x128-128 : REMark frontal vi-er,r

3200 DIM h(3) : DIM v(3) : REMark horizontal and vertical axes
3210 h(1) = 3 : n(2) = 1 : h(3) = 1
3220v(L) =z:v(2) -3: v(3) =2
3230FORi=0T03
3240 PAPER #i,0
3250 rNK#i, 7

326A BORDER#i,1, ixZ
3270 CSrZn #i,0,0
3280 CLS#i
3290 END PoR i
3300 rNK#O,4
3310 BORDER #0,1,2
3320 range = nirLnax(0r0)xf.l : REMark add 10%

Jj]O nargin = mirumax(O,0)x5n-Z : REMark 5/" at edges
3340FORi=1T03
Y5A SCALE#I, range, (mirumax(h(i),1) - margin), (nni-rr--max(.r(i),1) * margin)
T6A CLS#I
3370 END FOR i
3330 DIM rocat$(l,J)
3390 loeat$(1)-$ Side'q
3/'00 loeat$(2) =" Top"
3/110 locat$(3) -nFrontrt
34.20 DIM ax$(3,e) :REMark h then v
3430 ax$(l) = t'7Yt'

3l+40 ax$(2) = ttY?n

3450 ax$(J) = ttXYtt

3/+60 FOR i = l- T0 3
3470 LINE #i, O,range - (e x margi-n) TO 0,0 TO range,0
3/+80 AT #i_, 7,35 ; PRINT #i;locatg(j_)
349A AT #i, 8,35 : PRINT#i; ll View',
3100 AT #i, LL,3'T|PRINT #i;ax$(i,1);tt tt;CHR$(189)

35L0 AT #i' 0,2 : PRINT #i;ax$(i,2)
3520 AT #i, 7,2 : PRINT#I;CHR$(190)
3530 END FOR i
3540 z

3550 REMark shonr point 1

3560 CLS #0

3570FORF=1T02
35Ba PRINT #O\"Point rt"p'rr of Line ";
359A INK#O, zxp
3600 PRINT #0, "6"
361:0 rNK#o, /+

3620 FORi=tTO3
3630 lNK #i, zxp
364a POINT#i, lineld(p,h(i)),lineld(p,v(i))
3610 CIRCLE#I, line3d(p,h(i)),1ine3d(p,v(i)), range,/100
3660 END FOR i
3670 PAUSE

3680 END FOR p

3690 :

3700 REMark drarr line between points j"n red after
3710 REMark producing line in white
3720 REMark solve end points of line from ni-n to nax ?

3730 PRINT #0\'!Line in space rr;
3740 rNK #0,238
3750 PRrNT #0,n_',
3760 rNK #0,1
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3770FORi=1T03
3780 rNK # i, 6

3790 POINT #i, line3d(r,n(i)),1ine3d(1,v(i))
3800 LINE TO#i, lineJd(2,h(i) ),tine3e(Z,v(i) )
3810 LINE T0 #i, Ft_of_Pt2line(h(i)),Ft_of_pt2tine(v(i))
382A rNK#i,2
3830 P0INT #i, lineJd(r,rt(i)),1ine3d(1,v(i))
3B4a LrNE TO#i, 1ine3d(2,h(i)),rinejd(z,v(i))
3850 END FOR i
3860 PAUSE

3874 :

3BB0 REMark show point 3 in spaee
3890 :

3900 PRINT #O\'rPoint 3 in space rrl

3910 rNK #0,6
3920 PRINT #0, "o"
3930 INK#O,4
3940FORi=1T03
3950 INK #i, 6

3960 POrNT#i, Pt_in_3D(h(i)),Pt_in_3r(v(i))
3970 CTRCLE#i, pt_j,n_3D(h(i) ),pt_in_3D(v(i)),range/100
39BO END FOR i
3990 PAUSE
/rOOO :

4o1o PRINT #o\"Point 1 to Point 3 't;
i+020 INK#0'2/+2
4o3o PRINT #0, tt-------tt
/+0/+0 INK#O, 4
4o5o FoR i - l- To 3
4a6o TNK #i , 242
4070 P0INT#i, lineld(1-,h(i)),rine3d(1,v( j-))
4080 LT$E T0 #i, pt_inJD(h(i) ),pt*in_3D("(i))
4O9O ETID FOR J.

41OO PAUSE
/*ttO :

41-20 PRINT #0\"Offset along Line to foot ";
4130 PR1NT#6, .'------**rt
411.0FORi=1T03
4L5o rNK #i, /+

4]:60 POINT #i, line3d(1,h(i) ),line3d(1,v(i) )
4:70 LrNn ro #i, Ft-of_pt2line(r,(l) ),Ft_of-pt2line(v(i))
l'180 END FOR i
4]"90 PAUSA

4z0o :

4210 PRINT#0;'tShortest dj.stance from Point to Line 8';

4220 LNK#O,6
4230 PRINT #0, rr*-*-n
4240 rNK #0,4
4z5o FoR i - r- To 3
4260 rNK #i , 6
427A PoINT#1, Pt*in"-3D(h(i) ) , Pt-in_31(v( i) )
4zs0 Lri{E T0 #i, Ft_of_ptzline(}r(i) ), Ft-of-Ft2tine(v(i) )
4290 END FOR i
43OO PAUSE

43to :

4320 END DEFine vier^rs-inJD
4330 REMark end of listing lViews-added
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QuantalNESQLUG US QL Show
by Al and Dorothy Boehrn

Just driving there was a plea-

sure since White River Junction
is located in one of the most
scenic areas in America 0n
Friday night we gathered at
Than Wheelers, a restaurant
next door to the Hotel Coo-
lidge, the venue for the show
We had a fine suppe[ greeted
old friends, and exchanged
tales ot the QL The old hotel
had considerable charm by
which I mean the shower got
too hot when someone flushed
the toilet Even so, the stat{
were quite courteous and I {Al}

got a goodnights sleep.
Dorothy on the other hand
tossed and turned because it
was ioo cold. I had to point out
that it was May, winter was
ove[ and the steam heat was
turned off Three years living in
Alabama has spoiled her:

The show was funded by
Quanta who paid the rent ol
the show room, lt was spon-
sored by NTSQLUG which
meant that Bill Cable, NtS
QLUG Director and Show coor-
dinator did nearly all the work.
The show was in a nice sized
room with plenty of tables and
electric outlets.

Roy Brereton set up a Quanta
table and renewed and started
several Quanta memberships.
He not only talked Bill McKel
vey into loining Quanta, he got
Bill to obtain sets of past years

Quanta magazines. Tony Firsh
man came over to look at my
Pandora, He pointed out se-
veral design flaws and flipped
wires, changed my boot tc
start faster and added a pilot

light which lights when the
RomDisq is still writing. He also
gave me strict orders to wedge
a piece of wood in it to prevent
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the boards from wobbling. My
Pandora is in much better
shape now I think. I was con-
sidering bringing the Pandora
with me to Q12000 but now I

won't since if thai board isn't in
jusi right, I will get a scolding!
Seriously, thanks Tony. The MlDl
Player played a variety of
songs inciuding the William Tell

Overture and other classical
songs as well as some swing,
rt.,:^ ^^-J -^l^-* ^^Lrvrs, ano mooern songs.
Herb Schaaf checked his MlDl
cable to see if he had wired it

right. He had. Zeliko Nastasic
asked a lot of technical timing
questions Which I think I was

able io answer correctly. I was
able to give him a lot of good
practical advice for MlDl on the
Goldtire Jochen Merz provided
rne with the color drivers for
the QXL I haven't had a chance
to try ihem yet. My QD 98 was
upgraded so it can call FiFi to
f ind files. He also upgraded
SMSQ/I for the SGC. But
when I tried it on my Pandora
with Aurora it did not load,
tThere seenn to be problems
only when a Qubide is connec-
ted - Tony Tebby investrgates -

JochenJ

Back to the drawing board. Zeljko Nastasic gave
an extended talk on the Goldfire Many of the
design trade offs were detailed. He explained the
timing considerations in going from a fast Coldfire
CPU to the slower QL peripherals He also
pointed out the need for going from a 32 bit bus
to a I bii bus A lot of work for his 'black box" to
do. He lamented the changes in chips which have
slowed the prolect. All in all, a very thorough
presentation. Of course, the sticky question was:
when will it be ready? After so many delays this
becomes a psychologrcal barrier Nevertheless,
he bravely predicted that a prototype based on
the revised standards would be ready this
summer Since he now lives in North Carolina, I

suppose I could drive over and pester him. And I

would too, but I know that would only make
matters worst.
Francois Lanciault demonstrated Paragraph, the
WYSIWYG word processorfor the QL lt requires
ProWesS but now that ProWesS is freeware, cost
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is no longer a big deterrent. A
lot of the things he had not
completed when he gave his
demo at the Bedford, PA show
two years ago are now work-
ing. Their were a lot of ooos
and aaahs as the audience saw
what it could do lt has some
features that are more ad-
vanced than the top line very
expensive word processors for
the PC The disadvantage ist
[.^+ +l-^ - ^^l^r-l^ .,^ ^+^r' t^^+^ ;^ildr uru 5r.,dtduttr vgutul tut tt5 Ut

ProWesS are relaiively slow
Francois recomrnended a

SuperGoldCard or better
Roy Wood manned ihe
Qbranch lable. I had asked him
to bring a few things with him
for me. But I was so busy I

forgot to buy theml Sorry Roy,

I'll see you at Q12000 in
Portsmouth.

local area. Mary Boyle was the
tour guide and Dorothy Boehm
was the driver We saw the
Grand Canyon of Vermoni in

Quechee . The view was qurte
pretty and we looked at ihe
gorge on both sides of the
bridge We ate lunch in a nice
restaurant in Woodstock, and
looked at the different shops
and art galleries. The whole
afternoon was very enloyable
for us all. After the show, we
had a buffet dinner in the next
room. The food was good. Bill

Cable's wife Mary ran a contest
to see who had been using the
QL the longest. Al Boehm, Liz
and lan Padraza then sang a

invigorating rendition of the QL
Fight Song. We ended the eve-
ning by chatting in small
groups. The next morning we
prepared to move our venue to
Bill Cable's house This house

I ran a virtual table for George
T Morris' Bible Aids for the QL
ln particular I offered the
complete set of the aids on a
Syquest Disk formatted for the
QXL or the Qubide. I could
probably also put the set on
Zip or Syquest Disks for the
Q-emulator on the Mac. A
couple of people were
interested in the Bible Aids but
they didn't have Syquest
drivesl ln the meantime some
people, mostly ladies, but at
least one gentleman and also
some kids, went on tours of the
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has to be seen to be believed.
Bill designed and built it himself
It is circular: The ground floor is
all one room. The second floor
has individual rooms in sectors
around the a central area which
has a large glass coffee table
which lets light from the obser-

meeting at Bill's house, Dorothy
and I drove Tony Firshman and
Roy Brereton to Boston Tony's
flight required hirn to check in
at 7'30PM I told him I would get
him there in time. And I did That
is, we got to the entrance of
ihe airpont at 7:30 The roads

problerns were not over: Roy
needed to find a reasonable
priced hoiel. Everything in

Boston was over $100. I told
him I knew some good motels
We got to the first one. All filled
up. We wenl lo another one. All
filled up And another one
Same story. lt seems this was
the weekend that nnost col
leges in Boston had graduation.
Since there are something like
20,000 students in the Boston
area graduating each Spring,
hotel rooms aro hard to find.

After much relracing our tracks,
it was alter midnight when we
tinally found a vacancy at a run

down motel Well at least the
price was right Dorothy and I

rested a day before driving
over 1000 rniles back to our
home in Alabama. Francois
Lanciallt has tentatively oftered
to host next year show l{ he

does, the US show won't be in

the US at allr it will be Quebeclvation deck above to filter
down to the ground floor
Electricity is supplied by solar
panels, a wind mill, and a

back-up diesel generalor in a

shed. Tony Firshman was in

trigued by the diesel engine. 0r
maybe it was the collection of
old motorcycles that Bill has in
the same shed. Heat is

supplied by a wood stove. That
is why Bill named his software
company Wood and Wind
Water is provided by a hand
pump and a rain water collec-
tion system. Roy Brereton
ironed out plans for Q12000
with Al and Dorothy Boehm.
Dorothy is organizing some ac-
tivities for the computer
widows and kids that come to
Portsmouth. lf you have never
brought your wite to a QL
show you may want to bring
her to this one. The wives plan-

to cluster at the Horizon Center
at 10 AM on Saturday, They will
organize a plan to tour and
shop all of Portsmouth in just

two short days Af ter the

on theairport
traffic lam We

Finally about
500 yards
short ol
Tony's ter-
minal, we
came to a

complete
standstill lt
WAS NOW

l:40. Tony

said not to
w0rry,

iumped out of
the car and
got his lug-
gage which
included his
folding bicy-
cle. He put
the bicycle
together put
his luggage
on theback,
and away he
went past the
blocked cars.
He made it
OK. But our

were one big
inched along.
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The \ilfaNl - e garne neviewed
Norman Dunbar

I haven't reviewed any soft-
ware for ages, too busy either
at work or writing articles for
the tutorial series on QL
Assembly Language program-
ming, and apart from all that,
no-one has asked mel
Dilwyn asked me to
review the new
game from Jochen
Merz Software, The
Wall, which was
written by Wolgang
Lenerz, because lhe
original reviewer had
had some hardware
problems and
couldn't do it"

I have to say at this
point that I don't do
many games,
Scrabble is about
my limit-and I'rn not very good
at that either This game has to
be the most addictive I have
yet come across and I have
been playing it as often as I

can.

From the name, you could be
forgiven tor thinking it was just

another'Breakout' clone. lt isn't,
it is more like a cross between
Tetris and Breakout- but no
bouncing balls in sight
anywhere - just a wall fcue
Pink Floyd music l)
The game is so simple that
almost no instructions are
supplied. There is a manual,
but it is brief - three and a

half lines to explain the
objective of the game, an

additional 2 and a half to
expiain the keys used to
control the game and one

{almost) to explain how to
rnake it more {or less)

dif f icult Nothing more is

required,
The disc cornes with four files
on it, PTR*GEN and WMAN

make up the Pointer Environ-
ment and WALL-EXI is the
game itself. There is a BOOT
file to load it all in. Minimalist or
what?
I must confess to having a few
problems with getting the

game to work. My system is

QPC 2 {Nice one Marcel l) and I

have an older version of the Pt
loaded by my boot tile I simply
iried to EX WAI-L-EXE but
while the main game screen did
appear I got the NO ENTRY
pointer and couldn't switch to
the game.
When I ran the boot file on the

disc, all was well. I don't think it
runs very well with older ver-
sions of the PE, but, as a newer

version is supplied - that is not
a major problem. I have heard
from Dilwyn that there are a

few other possible situations
where the game plays, but
locks up and ihese are pos
sible bugs that must be sor{ed
out.
IThey have been sorled ouf - d

befieve it had to do wrth fhe
machine code BEEP Now lf

works on all sys{ems lf
previousfy faifed on, nrafn-
Iy Aurora sysfems as far
as I ani aware" - -lochenl

Right then, what is the
obiect of the game? Well,
the object is to remove all

the bricks from ihe wall by
clicking on them with the
mouse (or pressing spacel
enter if no rnouse is used.)
When a brick is HIT or
DO'd (?)one of two actions
take place,

lf the brick is in contact
with other bricks, horizontally
or vertically only - not diago
nally, ol the same colour or
pattern then all the bricks of
that colour or pattern are re-

rnoved from the wall. The spa-
ces left are {illed in by bricks
from above, or bricks from the
right so the pattern changes.
lf not, a small 'burping' noise is

sounded trom the
speaker and no
bricks are removed.

This continues until
you have cleared all

the bricks from thE
screen (unlikelyl) or
until there are no
more bricks left that
can be removed
(most likelyl)
One of the screen-
shots scattered
about this review

show the game in its early
stages and a coupie o{
screenshols show the usual
(for me) outcome of the ganne
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My best so far is only 3 bricks
left. Every game is different and
so far I have not finished it. I

keep trying thoughl

lf you get to the end of a
game, you can undo all

moves made right back to
the start and try another
strategy. I have tried
clearing from the top - no
joy, from the middle no joy,
{'^* +h^ 11^++^ *irurri riie uuriurri n0 l0y,
fronn the left no joy and
from the right - no joy {l see
a pattern developing here!)
and every combination of
the above that I could think
of - guess what? No joy!
A ll ^t *ha{ +hn nanina+r1il ut il rot vvd) ut I U tc; cd)lgJt
level which only has four
different brick types There is

an intermediate level with
bricks and a hard level with
bricks- still no joy!

I find it hard to pick faults with
the game- even though I have
never won because it has ihe

qualities that a good game
should have - it is fun, it is not
too easy and you keep want-

ing to have just one
more try it is addic-
tive. The other quality
it has, is that ii forces
you to think about
what happens if you
remove such and
such a row of bricks
sometimes the results
can be surprising.
All in all this game is
highly recommended,
but check if you might
have problems with
compatability tirst.
ilhave sotrved it fwfce

so far buf only on {he casfcsf
Ievel ... ouf of 400 on 500
garnes - Jochenl
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You will probably not have no-
ticed it, but the last issue of QL
Today contained a minor publi-

shing revolution l{ you look
carefuliy at the Just Wordsl ad-
vertisement you will see the
print quality is sharper than in

most other adverts. lt was the
lirst non-paper Just Wordsl ad-
vertisernent.
Strictly speaking this is not
true. There was a paper copy,
but a dodgy cartridge in my
printer meant the print quality
was tco low for QL Today. As it
was getting dangerously near
the copy deadline, I asked
Jochen how he would like
electronic copy. He replied in

one word,"GlF".
Usually I prepare my adverts in
LineDesign, and my first instinct
was to cheat by using a PC. I

soon discovered this was not
possible. I have DTP programs,
but these cannot generate GIF

files, and I have graphics pro-
grams that can produce GIF

files, but which cannot handle
paragraph text. There is no PC

equivalent of LineDesign
LineDesign has a GIF printer
driver but it does not work Roy
Wood suggested I should use
instead the LineDesign PIC

driver and then convert to GIF

but warned me that did not
work either Being a obstinate,
bloody minded person, I decr-
ded to ignore his advice and
make it work.
Creating a -pic file, the high
resolution screen/pointer envi
ronment equivalent of a *scr
image, from LineDesign is sim
ple You select the mono-
chrome-pic printer driver and
save the f ile to dlsk, Con-
verting the PIC file to GIF was
more complicated, particularly
as I had to find a program to do
it tirst.
When I do some QL research, I

usually start with Dilwyn Jones'
web site. lt is the site I recorn-
mend to beginners or lapsed

Ql-ers as it is simple, but corn-
prehensive. From there I go to
Thierry Godefroy's site This is

generally regarded as the
definitive QL site, although you
have to be an experienced
QL-er to get ihe best out of it.

Neither site had the program I

was looking for so then I tried
Jonathan Hudson's. Here I dis-
covered the progrann I was
wanting, UNPIC (or QL,}NP|C the
QL version),
When I confess to approaching
Jonathan Hudson's site with
some trepidation, I intend no
disrespect to Jonathan, lt is just

that he has a thoroughness in

file and documentation provi-

sion that can swamp we lesser
programmers. Even zipped
unpic is an intimidating 67BK
Unzrpped is over 4,000K Do
not be put off by this The
expanded files are usefully di

vided into subdirectories, which
makes it easier to find your
way around. ln fact all you need
to run the program on a QL are
two files, qunpic, and a short,
but complete, manual. Total

length only 130K
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Using qunpic is simplicity itself
There is just a simple command
line,
ex qunpic; "*v -g pic_file
gif-f ilerl

-v is optional and swiiches on
a counter to indicate conver
sion progress.

-g indicates you want to con-
vert to a gif file. Other codes
allow conversion to BMP PNG,
Dnntc nrinl Tlf f -^,{ Df-VluJtJUltpr, rlt I dltu Iul\.
Transferring a LineDesign page
using qunpic creates a GIF
rmage ol ?316 x 3368 pixels,

which is slightly larger than the
QL Today page size of 2008 x
3070 pixels lt also produces
an inverted image of the origi-
nal page, and some final tidying
up of the image was neces-
sary. Once again I discovered
shortcomings in PC graphics
programs. lnverting the image
was easy, but no windows
program I possess is able to
crop a GIF image of this size. I

hrA ln an L'n^l' +^ -^ ^l/.,1 l\ rC
r rou ru BU udun ru cil r uru lvt.'
DOS program, Graphics Work-
shop, to crop the image to the
required size.

ln summary, if you have to send
work to a printer: you can use
your QL and LineDesign to pre-
pare your art work and then
send it electronically However;
a word of warning. Be sure to
agree with your printer the gra-
phics formats he can handle
and the exact size of the gra
phic required so thai no resiz-
ing is necessary, As Roy Wood
reminded us resizing a GIF file
containing large amounts of
text and grey scales can pro-
duce an ugly distortion of the
image

QPC2 ,., th*€ next Generation
Marcel Kilgus
Jochen asked me to write a few lines about QPe ll v2.00
because he's a bit short of contributions, Well, I don't really like
writing articles (a fact he knows, so he must be really desperate
to ask me), but neventheless ldid my share. Now it's again YOUR
turn. : -)

code that passes the neces-
sary bits and pieces to the PC
software. But there were no
new QXL versions, only the
other platforms got updated,
getting more and more incom-
patible to QPC's version. Finally
I reached a point where I

trashed all changes which were
only internal ones and you, the
users, wouldn't notice anyway
(concerned mostly the DV3
driver) and waited for the big
upgrade, the colour drivers,

which again were supposed to
include a working QXL version.
Some time back in April they
finally arrived, 6 zip files with a

combat weight of 2,5M8 ThE
first thing I did was to format a

new partition and unzip the files
there to re-implement the QPC
version alrnost completely from
scratch. lt took some days to
get to know the new QXL soft-
ware, which had changed tho-
roughly, and some more days
to understand the new GD2
driver But after that the DV3
drivers turned out to be quickly
adaptable and the screen dri
ver worked after some days,
too. Howeve{ even as l'm writ-
ing these lines StR and PAR

are still not functional at all be
cause I haven't come around to
implementing them again The
SMSQ/E drivers changed hea

Why does it take so
long?
Some people may have won-
dered why it obviously takes
ages to implement the new
colour drivers into QPC, Well,
the real reason is that I got
addicted to Terry Pratchett's
Discworld novels, I devoured 6
of them during the last 3 or 4
weeks (of course the English
originals which even take
slightly more time to read than
the German translations would).
The second, more subtle rea-
son is that it wasn't tust a
"throw that code in, assemble it
and that's it' job, there was a
lot more to do. Recently the
problem with updating SMSQ/E
for QPC was that I got loads of
new sources with huge internal
changes which, lacking any
documentation at all, I couldn't
quite follow Previously I always
used the QXL implementation
as some sort of reference be-
cause there the conditions
were similar' it has no own
hardware and just needed
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vily and lhus I'll have to rewrite
most parts of my old code,
which isn't really a bad thing
because I suspect it'll improve
this way.

What about windows?
ln the past rnany users asked
rne whether I could implement
a window mode to QPC so that
it resides like all the other appli-
cations on the desktop rather
Ih-^ in ilc n'.,n .{^.li^-+^d I' 'll-r.t tdt I il r rrJ uvvl I ugutL,dtcu tuil

screen window l've always
retused these requests for two
r0oSOoS:l wasn't Sure at all how
it could be implemented with
good performance and I wan
ted to wait for the colour dri-
vers, because with their ap-
pearance I'd have to change
the whole stuf f again. Most
people don't imagine how
much trouble it in principle is to
write a desktop based appli-
cation which does not use any
'high-level" graphics functions
like'draw line', 'clear block" etc.
but has to have random control
over every pixel in its window
at any time. There are many
things one has to keep in mind
in order to write such an appli-
catlon: one doesn't have con-
trol over the colour depth, the
resolution can change any se-
cond, the window can get
partly hidden by another win
dow and so on. Nevertheless I

started working it out and I'm
quite pleased by the resuli.
QPC uses the so called "back

buffering" technique, which
means that it draws all changes
into an invisible buffer and co-
pies that periodically to the
screen. I feared this would sig
nificantly reduce performance
but the blitters {a special func-
tion in the graphic chips which
are specialised in copying
blocks of memory quickly and
without help of the CPU) are
better than I expected, lhe dif-
ference is clearly measurable
but hardly noticeable However:
there's one requirement: the
graphics card should have

enough memory for both the
visible screen and the back
buffer otherwise the blitter can
not access the data fast
enough Well, it would work
despite the lack of memory, but
the copying process gets
really slow which isn't a too big
problem when using 512x256
or a similar small resolutions
but I won't try 800x600 this
way This limitation may not be
true feir AGP system (:
advanced graphics port, a

special port for graphics cards
that can give direct access to
system memory), I'm not com-
pletely sure. I bought my first
AGP card only two weeks ago
and it seems to work properly
with it but this may also de-
pend on the graphics drivers.
Modern blitters can scale up an
image while they copy it so I

left the window border change-
able This way you can sort of
zoom into the SMSQ/E display.
Trying this with a graphics card
that doesn't provide the func-
tion in hardware is not a good
idea.
The high colour mode is imple-
mented compatible to the QXL
(mode 32), 0f course this mode
is in principle much slower than
the 4 or 8 colour modes as
SMSQ/I has to process I
times more data. Even the up to
2070 faster ernulation (l finally
managed to debug the faster
kernel ltalked about years ago)
can't compensate for this ef-
fect. However l've implemented
some sort of hardware-accele-
ration for some basic graphics
functions resulting in windows
that are painted and moved
even faster than in the low
colour modes. lt's the same
trick as Windows does since
the'Windows acceleration gra-
phics cards" were introduced
about 10 years ago [ver tried
Windows with a graphics driver
that doesn't support accele-
rated functions? lt's horrible in
comparison, even on up-to-
date machines.

\flhat else is the,re?
Most of the floating point rou-
tines within SMSQ/I will be re-
placed by PC code that uses
the mathematical co-processor
of the PC to compute the data
Graphics functions, SBasic and
even compiled basic prograrils
rely on these routines and
experience a good speed
boost (e.g, the test9O9-maths
bench runs about 400oio faster
than before but that's of course
a very extreme example).
The AltGr key is now
supported natively but you can
still configure it to act as Alt or
Ctrl.
There are some more, mostly
minnr rh:nnoc I rinn'i lict horoItl[rvr vitqtlSvJ r vvrr r ilJr rrvrv

so look them up in the new
version2.txt file or at

http://www.d euschl e. de/q pc/
versions.htm
once v2 is available.

What about PC hard-
disc access?
One of the most frequenily
asked question is if and when
l'll implement direct access to
PC hard drives. l've written
most of the code months ago
and it works more or less,
though read-only so tar but
there are still some problems
that need to be solved,
Development is put on halt
while I'm working on v2,
perhaps I find some time
afterwards. lt's iust that I really
hate writing device drivers.

5o when will Vg bc
finished?
I hope to have it ready for the
Eindhoven meeting in Augusi
but I don't guarantee anything
It all depends on my time rny
mood, the weather {the iatter
two being somehow linked
together) and how fast
Amazon can deliver more
Pratchett books
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You and Youn Sof&vnr€ - Just

Ssmd Fniemds
Fart 9 - Frofessiorral Blundens
Geoff Wicks

It may seen fanciful to suggest
a computer program could
rnake you physically ill, but read
the following:
"\A/hef ehnrrl lho hr rmen e nct inr l r rs( uvvu( rr ru i rut I tut I vvJt, I I

suffering, stress, tears, and the
many sleepless nights..."
The woman who wrote this
gave up her job because of
siress from the prograrn she
was using daily. An indepen-
donl ronnrt r-:llod tho cnf trrverorrtv JvtrYvutv

"illogical, inflexible and unfor-
giving" wilh "an unacceplably
high risk of stress to staff'.
[ventually it was scrapped at
an estimated cost to the British
taxpayer of between six and
nine million pounds
The software had the unfortu-
nate acronym o{ CRAMS
Case Recording and Manage-
ment System - and was meant
to revolutionise record keeping
in the British probation service
ln practice workers soon found
it was incompatible with earlier
data bases, and data entry a

tricky process in which mis-
takes were easily made. ln one
case it recommended a sex
offender as suitable for a 1ob
frorn which he was legally ex-
ciuded.
We QL amateurs are some-
times apologetic about the sim-
plicity and limilations of our pro-
grams, but the shortcomings of
the professionals are much
more serious. We can learn
from their mistakes.- How compatible are your

programs with other soft-
ware?- Does your data handling
program import {rom and
export to the Psion pro-
grams?

Does ii allow transfer to and
from other computer sys-
tems?
How easy is data entry?

- [*en mictrlrac ha aecilrr nnr.vur r r I rJLur\uJ vu usJlt] uul
rected?
Do you provide information
to allow other programmers
to write mutually compatible
software?

Tho innnmnrtihilif iac hntrrraanr rru ilrvvrrr|\Ju(rurrrruJ vu\vvuvrl

Perfection and QTYP and the
lack of inlormation about
TextBT file iorrnatting, have
hindered me in the develop-
ment of QL software.
Over the last year I have
worked semi-freelance as a

language specialist for several
market research companies. lt
has been fascinating to see
their different approach to
c0mmon sof tware problems,
One company would win the
"Golden Raspberry' award with
ease. (l should perhaps add
that raspberry is used here in

its colloquial English sense of a
loud disapproving noise.)

What do you make of the
following commands on the
same screen?

"IENTHR 'DK' TO EXIT
SECTION BUT CONTINUE
SCREENING)"
"Reply may not be NI"JLL or
DK or REF"
"Reply may be one of the
above"

I think I know what rs intended
by these instructions. The first
is meant for supervisors and
programmers only. The other
two are for interviewers and
follow a list of menu items, but
the statements have been

placed in the wrong order Put
lhem the other way round and
they make sense.
Writing meaningful lnstructions
on a screen requires considera-
ble skill. You have to get your
message over wrth the mini-
rnum of words. To see how the
experts do this switch on the
subtitling for deaf people on
your television set, or study the
teletext news reports, When
writing screen instructions
concentrate on the new user
doing only simple things The
advanced user will quickly
learn for thernselves, ar wili
look things up in the manual
Your screen should rnake a

^l^^r rlin+inn+in^ l-'^+'.,^^^ i^urEdr urJr.il rur,ruil uutvvcct I il I

structions, nnenu commands
and other iterns To do this you
could use windows for different
types of information; colours to
emphasise parts of the text; or
a different font size or font
type,
ln market research the con-
tents of a screen have to be
quickly assimilated by a tele-
phone interviewer: They include
the question to be asked, the
permitted answers and other
instructions. For example, there
is often an instruction that
"Don't know" or "Refusal' are
permitted answers, but the
respondent may not be told
this, lf the instructions are not
clear the interviewer stumbles
over the interview and comes
over as unskilled.
Not all market research com-
panies have colour monitors,
and some have to work with
combinations of inverted and
bright text to separate the dif-
ferent types of screen informa-
tion. The "Golden Raspberry"
company is inconsistent in its
use of these, and relies on the
interviewers knowing the
script. More seriously, it some
monitors are not in the correct
mode, an interviewer in the
middle of an interview can
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discover some of the ques-
tions are not visible on his
screen.
A common market research
question is brand recognition,
where the respondent is asked
to name the companies he can
think ot. There can be as nnany

as 30 company names spread
over three screens.
An interviewer has to be able
to flip quickly backwards and
+^/,.,^'/.1. h^+'.,^^^ +h^^^
r ur vvd tuJ ug t vv trct I il tuJU

screens. One company uses
function keys to do this, which
has the advantage of a singie
key press, but is ditticult to re-
member The 'Golden Rasp-
berry' company uses "+" for
navi ntna rnr'{ "-" lnr thn nra-rrwn ( Pq6! qrrv rvr ulv Pru
vious page, a poor choice as
the former requires the shift
control and thus the use of two
hands. As the company does
not provide head sets, inter-
viewers have to hold the
telephone between their shoul-
ders and their ears while carry-
ing oui keyboard operations.
I suggested Page Up and Page
Down would be better but then
discovered some non-standard
keyboards without these keys.

Some have the control key
where the shift key usually is. lf
interviewers are not careful,
they can press the wrong key
and crash the computer

A Dutch proiect had as one of
the cornpanles "PTT Telecom".
Dutch interviewers protested
the name had been changed to
"KPN" years ago, but were told
the script was holy and could
not be changed. A few months
later ihe survey was rerun with
a new team, and although lhe
name had been changed, it
was kept in the same piace so
the list was no longer in alpha-
betical order: Who says poorly
written software cannot cause
stress?

What are the lessons for the
QL? Mainly to think constantly
of your users, whose know-
ledge and work patterns may
be different from yours. Look at

every operation involving the
keyboard and assess if this is

the simplest way of doing the
task, Your users will not be
making phone interviews, but
they could be making notes or

could suffer from a visual or
physical handicap Most users
will not be using SMSQ E on a

Q40 Some willhave slow, older
systems or even a low resolu-
tion monochrome monitor:
One f inal example of user
friendliness and unfrrendliness.
Quill and TextBT allow you to
view a directory list, but neither
iist is in alphabeticalorder: Com-
pare this with a hlenu fxten-
^;^^ /^^.+ ^{ n l r^*,,t l;^} 1^ ^)ruil (pdr r ur vrvrsilul il5r [c.9.
tile-select$), which is not only
in alphabetical order but can
also be filtered by extension.
Reviewers have sometimes
criticised Just Wordsl programs
for not providing a directory
nnmmrnrl Thn .^^.^^ ;. ih-+ ;+t \_,/t llt I tot t\-i, { I tg t cdJLJil tJ il tot tt

would add to the length and
complexity of the program The
Menu Extension does the job
far better than anything I could
write. The Menu Extension and
the Pointer Environment exten-
sions are now available on one
disk for only [5 ,A must for
every QL user

Next time: Commercial or non-
commercial?

WXQTS REvI€W
by Dilwyn Jones

Shock, horrorl QL Today re-

views a Windows/Linux pro-
gram in its pages.
Without shame, I am going to
review what I consider to be a

genr of a program from Jona-
than Hudson.
Last year I made a lot of use of
another utility from Jonathan
Hudson, called WXQLtools,
which allowed me to transfer
files between the native hard
drive on my PC and QL floppy
disks. There was also a Linux
version. WXQLtools acted as a
front end on the QLtools utility,
which allowed transfer of files
between those media.

I was also aware of a program
QXLtool from Jonathan, a ra-

ther unfriendly {to someone like
me who was unfamiliar with
Linux and DOS-like commands
and found the commands hard
to memorise) which allowed
the transf er of files f rom a

QXL.WIN filing system used by

QL emulaiors like QXL, QPC,
uQLx and recent versions of
Qernulator (PC version)
Late last yea[ a disk arrived in

the post fronr Jonathan Hudson
with a Beta copy of a program
called wxqt2. The rather unin-
spiring name concealed what
was to become an essential
utility for my computing setup.
Essentially, this program is a

pointer driven front end for the
Ql-tools and QXLtool programs,

which runs on the native opera-
ting system of the computer it
is used on. lt comes in both
Windows and Linux flavours. I

am not a Linux user {my brain
has enough trouble coping
with one non-QDOS operating
system let alone two of theml)
so my comments will be re-

stricted to use of the Windows
version on my Windows 95
desktop computer and my
fiancee's laptop PC using an

earlier version of Windows 95.
My "QL' setup is based on a

Windows 95 desktop PC run-
ning QPC {it actually has both
QPC1 and 2 installed, though
only QPC2 gets regular use)
The use of WXQT2 is in fact
independent of the QL plat

form, as long as that QL plat-
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form uses the
QXLWIN files fa-
voured by Tony
Tebby for SMSQ
hard disk file sto-
rage.
I downloaded the
latest version of
wxqt2,zip from Jo-
nathan's Web site
recently and in'
stalled that on my
hard dick I h:ri on-

countered and re-
ported a few pro-

blems running it on
nny Windows 95
syslem, and Jona-
than rnade a few
nhrnrrac tn halnur rur rSuJ rv I tuthl

prevent the pro-

blems I was having
- it now seems to
run without problem on both
systems. So the comments
from here on all refer to the
latest version,
You need to download three
zipped f iles from Jonathan
Hudson's Web site:
wxqt2-zip - wxqt2 front end

f iles
qxltool*zip qxltool files

(must be v1,13 or later)
qltools-zip - Qltools files

(must be v2.14 or later)

When I downloaded and un-
zipped these files on my PC, I

found a large num-
ber of files and di-
rectories. As is his
normal practice, Jo
nathan provides a

mixture of source
files, copious docu-
mentation and ver-
sions for Linux and
Windows, and so
this leaves you with
the task of reading
the various docu-
ments to find oui
exactly what you
need for your par-

ticular system ln my

case, I needed to place the
following files in the same
directory'
QXLtool " exe {Windows version}
Qltools. exe (DOS version)
wxqt2.exe (Windows version)

I then created a desktop short
cut by right clicking on
WXQT2.[XE, selecting the
Create Shortcut option and I

was ready to go. Simply double
clicking on the shortcui icon
from Wrndows 95 started up
WXQT2 for me.

Figure I shows the opening
screen. This gives you two
large windows, one showing a
source drive, the other show-
rng a destination drive, Either
box may be delined as one of
your QXL.WINS holding your QL
tiles, either nray be a floppy
disk drive, or either may be a

native Windows/DoS hard
drive. You can define what is
what by entering the File menu,
selecting the Options com
mand, which brings up the
screen shown in Figure 2. Here,
you can set which device is re
presented in which window
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The left hand side can for
example be set to the native
hard drive of your computer: in

my case drive C,

The right hand side can be set
to be your QXLWIN file (or

floppy disk drive) ln my case, I

have several of ihese QXL.WIN
defined (QPC allows you to
define up to 8, whereas QXL
users may be limited to one).
So I entered C\QXLWIN here
for my WlNl- drive I also have
a couple of QXLWIN files (my

WINT- and WINB*) defined as
being in a sub-directory on my
second hard disk, drive D:

Of course, I can only access
one of these QXLWIN files at a
time in WXQT2. And I would not
normally attempt to define both
windows as QL drives since
copying files between two QL
drives is of course better done
in the QL emulator itselfl

You will notice from Figure 2

that QXLWIN files can be set to
be read only, or to allow
WXQT2 to write to them as
well. Jonathan complains in his

documentation about the state
of documentalion available for
QXL.WIN files, which he has had
to partly work out for himself
and partly from other people's
notes, so if you feel unhappy
about having his so{tware write
new files into your QXL,WIN
because of this, he gives you
the option of telling WXQT2 it is
not to write to the QXL.WIN file
Your choice.

Another reason is that some
QXL.WIN media simply cannot
be written to - CD-ROMs for
example WXQT2 seems to be
able to read files f rom QL
CD ROMs (QXL.WIN on ISO-

9660 CD-ROMs I made for
Q-Celt Computing) although I

don't know il WXQT2 was
meant to be used in this way -

it seems to work.

I have been using the latest
version of WXQT2 for some
time now and ii has yet to trash
a QXL.WIN on my system, so I

trust it to write to my
QXLWII\s So far anyway,

You can either type in the path
and name of the QXL,WIN file
(use the path name format of
the operating system on which
the program runs) or click on
rL^ n-^".,^^ L.,++^- r^ ^^l^^+ilrc DtuwSu uuilut I tu 5utcLt
the appropriate drive and file.

You can also specify the fixed
pitch font to be used for file-
name displays Once happy,
click on the OK button, and
there is a nerve wracking
pause while the program reads
the drives io see if it can
achieve whatever you speci
fied. Early versions o{ the
program would often bomb out
on my system wiih either the
bog siandard Windows 'illegal

instruction' errors or lock up
while attempting to read the
drives. More recent versions
seem to tidily tell you that you
got something wrong and give
you the chance to get your
brain in gear before your Win-
dows installation disappears to
that great DOS-house in ihe
sky.

One irritating leature I found
under some versions of Win-
dows was ihat if you attempted
to go further up the directory
tree than the root of the drive
specilied, e.g if you have got
to root of drive C: and click on
the 'go back up one level' icon
various problems could occur
The early versions in particular
did not seem too comfortable
with handling the root direc-
tories of drives in Windows.
Attempts to copy files to or
from the root directories were
either ignored (copying ap-
peared to take place, but the
file did not in fact appear there
when you went to find it later)

or caused a total Windows
crash on more than one
occasion I had to reinstall
Windows 95 on the laptop after
this. Recent versions have
been much more secure in this
respect. lf I have understood
correctly, there are two possi
ble reasons for this the early
libraries for the compiler used
to make the program and also
(correct me il I'm wrong Linux
users) it seems that Unix/Linux
guys don't like the idea of
placing user files in root direc
tories, I suppose even if there
is a specific reason for this, it is
only good tidy practice not to
litter your root directory with
user files, even on a QL hard
disk system

The File menu also contains an

option to create a new
QXL.WIN file' you are asked to
specify the path and filename,
the volume label and the
capacity (in MB)

The third option on the File
menu is the standard [xit com
mand to leave the program.

The only other command is

Help. One of the options brings
up a screen about WXQT2,
while the other accesses the
main Help system. The first time
you use this, you may get the
error message that you should
set the environment variable
WXQT2-HELP-CMD to be able
to access the Help system.
Read the instructions againl

To copy files between the two
media, simply highlight the files
to be copied, Click on the
name of the first file, use CTRL
lelt mouse button for second
and subsequent names to add
lo the list (or draw a rubber
banded rectangle around a

group of fiienames it preterred)
then click the arrow between
the two windows to send the
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files to the drive shown in the
other window Copying pro
ceeds fairly quickly and after a

while the content of the win-
dows are redrawn to represent
the updated contents. lf copy-
ing is likely to take some time
you will get a progress warning
window and message.
lf you right mouse click on a

window containing the list of
files on a QL format drive ftlop-
py or QXLWIN) you get a little
QL popup window with a few
commands for handling the
files - see Figure 3. Here you
can Deleie, Format, Make direc-
tories, see the Qltools or
QXLtool version numbers {de-
pending on whether you are
accessing floppy disk via

Qltools or QXL,WIN via

QXLtool) and get an info report
which tells you the voiume la-

bel, drive capacity in sectors
and so on. You can also View a
file - this displays the content of
a text tile in a window with a
scroll bar to allow you to scroll
through the text

At the top of the list of files
there is a pair of icons, one
containing a single dot and the
other a double dot and an
arrow icon pointing left and up -

clicking on this takes you back
up one directory level. Clicking
on a directory name opens that
directory and shows the list of
files in it - rather like a D0 on a

directory name in the QPAC2
files menu. Clicking on the
single dot item seems to do no
more than refresh the content
of that window.

ftlurrvote
MAILMFG

MAZES

WXQT2 in common with many
of Jonathan Hudson's pro-
grams is free software, you can
redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU

General Public License as pu-

blished by the Free Software
Foundation.

So there we have it- once you
have waded through the docu-
mentation and sorted out what
goes where and what is actual-
ly needed as a minimum set of
files to run the program, this is

easy to use and very effective
in terms of what it does

Some of us have been moan-
ing for years about how long it
took to copy files via floppy
disk between the QL emulators
and the computer's native for-
mat hard drive WXQT2 solves

! that problem at a stroke.
Until I can do all this from
QPC2, my current way of
working is most things
done in SMSQ/I on QPC2
and dive into Windows 95
to achieve anything else
such as inlernet and email
access which I can't yet do
from QPC2. lt used ot be a

real chore to transfer files
between the QL and PC
A -l *^... :r ;^ ^^^., ^lrL^,,^LAilU ilUW rr 15 ed5y, druruugil
the problem of incompatibie
file types remains and you
have to resort to prograrns
like Textidy to help with that
problem WXQT2 does not
try to make Quill DOC {iles
into Word files or anything
clever like that, it simply
moves files between other
wise incompatible media

and does lt in a way which is
about as simple and
straightforward as possible.
Linux and Windows users will
appreciate the fact that the
same program is available for
both platforms
lf you need to transter files
between QXLWIN, floppy disk
and Windows or Linux media,
get a copy of WXQT2, Qltools
and QXLtool ' hopefully you'll

be as impressed with this soft-
ware as I wasl ln my eyes,
WXQT2 has loined sof tware
like Qascade lrom the same
author which rank as "must

haves" for me.

lf you have internet access,
you can download these pro-
grams from Jonathan Hudson's
Web site,
http ://www.hedwi g. u kl i n ux. net/
index.html

Frogramming PrcWesS $n

SBASIC * Part I
Wolfgang Lcnerz

ln this second instalmeni of this (mini) series, we'll
see how to activate Prowess obiects. To recap, in

the first part of this series, we saw that a Pro-
wess window rs made up of 'obtects", which are

created with the PWcreate funclion. trhe tirst
o$ect to create is always the outline of the win-
dow which is just a sorl of container the purpose

of which is to contain (or "own") all of the other
objects (some of which are very powertul)

Once creation of the outline is done, you can
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create other objects for and contained by, it, The
entire suite of objects is a system, Once you have
created a system, you can activate it. Activation
means that the window will be drawn on the
screen, and Prowess then processes the key-
strokes/rnouse clicks.

Activaticn
Activation normally only concerns an outline ob-
ject: unless specrtied otherwise in the documen
tation, you should never attempt to activate other
obiects havoc may ensue. This actually seems
quite logical, since, as was already mentroned, the
outline obiect is the object that will contain all

other objects in your system.
When you activate the outline with this keyword,
control of your program is passed to Prowess,
Prowess then {and only then) actually paints the
window on the screen with all the objects you
have PWcreated. Once the window is drawn,
Prowess watches over what happens with the
pointer within the window and also whether the
user presses any special keys etc... Just like in
the Pointer Environment, the user can HIT or DO
an object such as a menu item. There are, how-
evet also some other special events {such as
sleep, pointer in window, drag, and many more).
As a general term, Prowess uses the word
'indicate' to show that an obiect was in some
way selected to do something. As we will see, an
object is indicated if control should pass to this
obiect, for example if the user hit or did this
object.
Then generally whenever an object is indicated,
(i.e. at some pre-defined point), control will come
back from Prowess to your program and Pro-
wess will tell your program why it came back, i.e.

what has happened (such as the fact that the
user clicked on a loose item). For those who
know the Poinier Environment, this is not {much)
different to the Read Pointer loop under QPTR
Activation of the outline is achieved, noi surpri-
singly, with the PWactivate keyword The syntax
of this keyword is as follows,
mempo int er=Pliac t ivate ( ob j ect, menpo inter,
ob j ect-hi-t, add-info, hit-or-do% )

The parameters to this function have the follow-
ing meaning,

returned by the call to the PWcreate function.-) mempornter is the result returned, and is also
used as a parameter in the call to PWactivate.
It is a pointer to a speciai place in memory, but
this is eniirely managed by the Prowess
SBasic lnterface, so you don't really need to

concern yourself with it. However: you must
know that this parameter MUST EE 0 THE

FIRST TIME YOU USE Pwactivate for this ob

iect After this, it is maintained by the system
itself and you do not have to worry about rt

aciually you should never again tamper with
this variable, You must lust know that, on return
from the PWactivate function, this pointer will
be 0 when the user clicked on the QUIT itemr

of your window, indicating that helshe doesn'i
want lhat window anymore. You should then
remove the outline object and (possibly) stop
the program

-) object-hrt tells you what object was hit (or

done or otherwise indicafed by the user) and
which thus caused Prowess to return control
to your program. This enables you to make a
SETECT on all objects which are likely to be
actioned by the user and thus direct ihe flow
cf your program to where you deai with this
object.-, add-info is some additional information about
the oblect that was hit or done or otherwise
indicated. Exactly what this additional informa-
tion is depends on (i) the oblect indicated, and

{ii) the cause for the return f rom the
FWactivate call. For some oblects {and even
more olten than not), this parameter actually
doesn't contain any useful information The
content of this variable -if any- will be ex
plained later when we explain the diiferent
oblects and their tags: if a certain tag tor a

certain obiect causes this variable to contain
useful information, you will be told when this
tag for this object is described. ln most cases,
you can just ignore this variable.

-) hit-or-do% {an integer variable} contains
information about whether the user hit your
oblect, or did it, or in what way this object was
indicated, since indeed, this might be of some
importance. For example, you might want the
program to react differently to a loose item
being hit, or it being done, lf the value of this
variable is 0 upon return, then the object was
hff. lf this variable is 1, the object was done.
This variable can have many other values the
value depends directly on which action routine
you indicated when setting up an object, This
will be explained in much more detail below

So, once you have created all of the objects, your
program will be actually a simple loop, something
like this,

{.. definition of your oblects here you are
presumed to have defined an object called outline
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and another one called iteml, which is a loose
item...)

mem=0 : obj ect-hi.t=0: hi"t-do%=0 : add*info=0
REPeat loop%

men=Pljact ivate ( out 1ine, meur, ob j ect--bit,
add-info, hit-do%)
SELect 0N men

=0 : PWremove outline:STOP
; ren user pressed QUIT

=iteml : take-care-of-this-item
(...)

END SELeet
END REPeat loop%

This is actually a very simple program structure -

a loop which terminates when 0 is returned in

rnernpointer: lndeed, we now know that, when this
parameter is returned as 0 from the PWactivate
call, than the user pressed the QUIT item of the
window so he wants to quit this window. lf this is
the rnain window, that means that he wants to quit

the program altogether, hence we remove the
outiine {PWremove, explained in more detail later)
and STOP the program. lf, on the other hand, the
user indicated the iteml item, then we do what-
ever this item is supposed to do

Defining objects to return
So, Prowess draws the window and then handles
everything else, checkrng where the mouse is,

whether an item in indicated and so on This
would mean that ihe FWaclivate call would never
return, so there must be a way to tell Prowess to
relinquish control and return t0 SBasic. This
happens automatically whenever the user quits

the program - in that case, the PWactivate func-
tion returns 0, as we have seen.
All that needs to be explained now is how to tell
Prowess to make a return from the FWactivate
call for other reasons (i.e indication of an object).
This is achieved whenever y0u create {and,
sometimes, change) an object. As was already
explained, all objects have tags that modify the
oblect or its behaviour in some way. For example,
an outlrne obiect has a tag called
"PW('outlrne-qurf')". lf you pass this tag when
you create lhe outline, then the outline has a

QUIT item. lf you don't pass this tag when
crealing the outline, then the outline doesn't has a
QUIT item
lf you now look at the tags for a determined type
{you can find them in the manual {or the Prowess

fXnST fffig VV€S" Tt{€}{ Tffi€ S$}lN"
VrO QL"TllE$[URUS VrO &!,-2-FG TRIil$FER Vl0 STVTE.G}IEGK

We don't want you to waste your hard-earned money on oL,r proErams"
Thene is nothing worse tlran a telephone call fronn an unhappy Gustomer
who has just discovered a program does not do what he thought it would.

That's why we like you to try our programs before you buy them" First
download the demos from the web, then give thern a spin.

1,rt tp ; / / wxewlb er$ 
" 
f, r ipo b. eo. Ml{ / Seof f wicks/fv$ f, wo rb s. hf wt

No connection to the internet? Then pick urp a demo disk at your next show
or write/phone for a copy"

Geoff Wicks, 28 Ravensdafe, Easildon, Fssex 5516 5f''f tJ, United Kingdorn.

Tet *44 (0)1268 - 281826 : email: geoffwicks@hotrnail.com
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SBasic interface), you can see that some objects
permit'do routines', "hit routines" 0r other acfion
routine tags to be passed to an object. An
example would be the tag PW{"OUTLINE*
ACTION-DO') for the ouiline type of oblect lf you
use this tag, it musl be followed by a routine
which is called from the Prowess Fvent Handler: ln

other words, you must tell Frowess what routrne
to call when the user indicates the DO item in the
window
Thrs means that Prowess itself, once it has drawn
the window, is just a loop that checks what the
user does with the fi')orlse or the keybcard
{producing an "event"). This piece of Prowess is

the Prowess Event Handler lf the user indicates
the DO item, the Prowess Event Handler checks
whether there is a routine it should go to (the one
indicated by you) and, if so, it lumps to that

{machine codel) routine. That routine then does
what it has to do (in this case, it prcbably returns
control to your program), and then returns control
back to the Prowess fvent Handler:

0l course, for the SBasic programmer the best
thing would be if there was a way to tell Prowess
to call a determined SBasic function or procedure
directly upon such an event. Unfortunately,that
isn't possible since you cannot call an SBasic
procedure from within a machine code program.

So there are several new keywords, which, when
called from the Prowess [vent Handler will return
CONITOI tO SBAS|C: HIT-ROUT'NE DCI_ROUTINE
and many other action routines, which are ex-
plained elsewhere in the manual. You just use
these as parameter whenever a tag requires an
action routine. For the technically minded, the
next paragraph is a slightly more complete
explanation:

A faka return
Thus, whenever you use these two keywords to
indicate that, upon an indication of an object,
Prowess should come back to SBasic, this is
indeed done' the PWactivate call returns with a

certain value in mempointer (other than 0). You
must be aware however that this is a fake returnl
ln fact, Prowess doesn't know that it has returned
control back to SBasic lt still thinks that it is in the
routine that was called frorn within its Event
Handler: since these action routines return control
to SBasic wiihout exiting from the Prowess Event
Handler As we saw above, Sbasic programs
under Prowess are iust a loop wherein the
PWactivate function is called repeatedly. 0n the
{irst call to PWactivate, the mempointer parameter
is 0 - this indicates to the SBasic interface that
this is a true activation call. 0n return trom the

PWactivate call, when the return was caused by
the action routine of an item, the mempointer
parameter is not 0, and thus is not 0 when passed
back to PWactivate in the next instance of the
loop. This way, the Prowess SBasic interface
knows that this is not a real PWactivate call, but
actually the return from an action routine. lt then
returns to thai action routine, instead of rnaking a

true activation of the object
Anyway, it is thus very important that you always
check on the mempointer variable returned by
FWactivate. lf this is 0, then a clean return was
made from Prowess this can also be seen by
the fact that the window drawn by Prowess has
disappeared: whenever a clean return is made io
SBasic, the window is undrawn first.
lf the value returned by FWactivafe is not 0, then
a fake return was made, and you rnust loop back
to this call and go back to Prowess so that a

return is made from the routine called by the
Prowess Event Handler ln that case, 0C htQT
CHANGE Tl-lE VALUE 0F THE " rnecBoinfer
VARIABLE! This way of handling events also
explains the loop structure of the above example,
a simple loop, always calling upon PWacfivafe,
until 0 is returned. lf you do not do this, but rather
call the PWactivate call completely anew {ie with
mempointer = 0) then you will certainiy loose
some memory {at least 4 KB) this is a guaranteed
minimum). Apart frorn that, rt should be safe to do
so, but there is a risk that you rnight also confuse
(i.e. crash) your copy of SBasic and/or Prowess
and/or the entire system. So don'tl
For reasons which will be more closely explained
later on in this series, it is never a good idea that
the outline and the mempointer variables be
LOCaI variables
One last thing must be explained before we go on
to the first example program, and that is the
question of setting a window's outline, which is
achieved with the PWoutln keyword, Please note
that the outline of a window and the Prowess
outline obiect, are two very different ihingsl

FWoutln: setting e window's outllne
With PWoutln, you set the'outline"of a window ln

an ideal world, this keyword shouldn't be neces
sary since lhe outline of ihe window is norrnally
set automatically by Prowess whenever you acti
vate the ouiline object. The keyword is neces
sary, howevet when you use the SBasic interpre-
ter
You may remember that, in the introduction I

mentioned that Prowess is a window manage[
and still needs the Pointer lnlerface. The latter is

responsible to let programs know that the pointer
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is in their window and what is happening with it.

Howevet to be able to do this the Pointer lnter
face itself has to be truly aware of the window
which just means that it has to know a certain
number of things about the window.
Setting the outline of a window tells the Pointer
lnterface these things about the window and also
tells the Pointer lnterface that we want it to
manage this window Now normally, this is done
transparently by the FWactivate keyword when
we activate the outline object, so we wouldn't
need to woruy about this unduly. Howevel one
peculiarity of the Pointer lnterface is that the
oulline of the very first window of a program
must always be set rn this manner - if it isn't,
setting the outline of other windows in the
program won't work correctly.
This is no problem when your program is

compiled (wilh the'WINDS'option turned OFF-
we will corne to compiling programs later on in

this series. Nor is this a problem if you FXEC'ed
an SBasic program so that it has no windows
open at the start. ln the interpreter however
windowsfi0, 1 and 2 are already open before you
RUN your program - and the outline of windowuO
is not set, windowfi0 being the very first window
of the program! So, the FWoutln keyword is used
to set the outline ol windown0 {the lirst one to be
opened for the interpreter) of the SBasic you're
working in After that, everything will work alright
You can test this by using the test program below

The ^first prograrn

RFM out the part setting the outline of channelttO
and run the program. You will note that the
windows are still drawn (more or less) correctly,
but you cannot get the mouse to work,.. ln other
words, the Pointer lnterface doesn't tell your
program correctly that the pointer rs in the
window unless you used PWoutln.

The syntax of this keyword is as follows'
Plloutln [#c han% ], x-s ize$, y 

-s i z e %, x-or i gf', y *ot igf'

and the parameters for this are,-) wchan%o is the channel ID of the window
whose outline is to be set. Normally this would
be channel s0. You can leave this parameter
out, it will then default to channel s0,

-, x-size%o and y-size% are the sizes you wish
to give to your outline. ATTENTION: any win-
dow open for the program MUST tit wiihin this
outline' lf you set the outline to a snrall size
(say 50,50) you can't open a window bigger
that 50,50, you will get an error out of range if
you tryl-) x-arigVo and y-orig% are the x and y origins
of (outline of) the window

Please note that af ter you have used this
command, you will have to redefine the windows
for the job (i.e. channels rr0 ,sl and n2). The
exarnple programs use a procedure called
'set-windows" lust for that.

Enough theory, let's write our first Prowess program in SBasic. Here it is,

100 init
110 main
120 STOP

130 :

14.0 DEFine PRO0edure init
150 REMark initialise/make the outline object
170 set-windows : REMark make windows ok
180 text$=tProwess Sbasic test 1'&Cm$(0)
2]:A OUtI1NE=PWCTCAIC(0, PW( ITYPE.-OUTLINE' ), PW(' OUTLINE_TITI,E_TEXT I ), tCXt$,

pu ( ' 0urLINE_QUrr r ) , pt^l ( r OurLrnE_QUrr_KETpRESS ' ) , 2? )
220 END DEFine init
234 :

240 DEFine PROCedure main
2/r5 RXMark the program loop - wait until event happens
250 L0Ca1 llop%,obj eet, add-info, hit-da%
260 mempointer=0:object=0:add-info=0:eventf=$
270 REPeat Loopf"
280 meurpointer=PWactivate ( outline, mempointer, obj ect, add*info, event%)
290 IF NOT menpointer:EXIT loopfi
300 END REPeat !oop/,
310 PWremove outline
320 END DEFine main
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330 :

340 DEFine PR0Cedure set-windows
3 5 0 LOC al not-c omp ile d, upp er /o, xoft , y o/o, xs/,, y s/n, y s ize-j%
36A not-compiled=IS-0PEl{(#0) : REMark window#O open?
37A fF not-compiled
380 xs/"=A:ys%=O:xo%=A:yo%=0
390 Pl,lscrs ize#A rxs% rys/"rxool ryolt
4OO upper%=28:ysLze-A%=50
l+LA Plloutl-n#0 rxsfi ,ysfu-uppex/o rxo/o ruppery'o+yo/ol+20 I{INDOW#O,xs%,ysize_A%,xo?[,ys?l-ysize_A%
439 WIND0id#1-rxs/" DTV 2rys%*upperfo-ystze-Af",xa7"+(xsT, Dl..) evof,+ugqerf/r/r0 IIIMOW#2,xs% DIV 2,ys%-uppet%-ysize-0/o,xo/o,yo/o+upper%
4.r0 BoRDER#I-, 1,255:B0RDER#2, L,255
L6n PAPEF#I "?tPAPIFR#2 "'7
/+70 INK#1,7:TNK#2,2
/.i80 CLS%0:CLS%I:CLS%2
490 END Ip
500 END DEFine set-windows

So what does this program do? The first two lines
call the 'inii'and 'main'procedures. Not surprisingly
the 'init' procedure initialises the outline, ancj ihe
'main' procedure contains the main program loop.
After this, the program just stops (the STOP
slatement isn't sirictly needed, I lust put it there 1o

show that this is indeed the end of the program)

The set_windows procedure
The set-wrndows procedure is the first thing that
is called from the 'init' procedure. set-windows is

a procedure which you could (shouldl) use in eve-
ry program using the Prowess SBasic lnterface.lt
makes sure that the outline of the window is set if
we are noi in a 'compiled' program This it is a
procedure that will be used in very example
prograrn, l'll explain it at length;
,As you can see, this checks whether window t0
is open (line 360), To do this, it uses the
"IS-OPEN" {unction, which is a new keyword,
supplied as part of the Prowess Sbasic lnterface
package This function can tell you whether a

channel is open or not:
result%= IS*OPEN ( #chan% )

where result% is 1 if the channel is open, 0 if not,
Please note that the 't' is necessaryl lf you leave
it out, or leave out the channel altogether: the
function auiomatically checks channel 0.

The reasoning here is as follows: if you are
running the program in the SBasic interpreter;
then {in all normal cases), windowuO is the first
window opened for this job (i,e this copy of the
SBasic interpreter). So we can check whether
thrs window is open, lf it is, then the outline of
window is set, You will notice thai this code will
work in programs running under the interpreter

{whether they have been EXEC'ed or loaded and

run) and programs compiled under Qliberator
lf windowsO is not open, than all is well, it is

presumed that NO window is as yet open for this
program. ln this case, the PWactivate keyword
automatically sets the outline tor the window it
will open when activating the outline obieci, This
test will fail if, for any reason, you closed
windowt0, but I can't lathom why you would
want to do that under the interpreter!
lf window*0 is open, then we must specificaliy
set the outline for this window before we aciivate
our Prowess outline obiect. However; as I men-
tioned above, all windows of a program MUST fit
within the outline of the first window opened for
this program {which is often called the 'primary

window"). Thus, it doesn't make sense to set the
outline of windowsO to a small value, since our
Prowess window could not be bigger than that.

ldeally then, we would make outline of windows0
as big as possible (i.e. so that it covers the whole
screen), except that I want to leave a space of 28
pixels on the top of the screen, so that I can
continue to see ihe buttons I place on top of the
screen. 28 pixels leave enough space for two
rows of normal buttons.
So, we want to rnake the outline of windowffO as
large as the screen is, and as high as the screen
is minus 28 pixels, What are the screen dimen
sions, then? This is not obvious anymore lt used
to be that a QL screen (in mode 4) was 512 pixels
wide by 256 pixels high, but with the advent of
the QXL, Aurora, QPC and other Atari emulators,
the size ol the screen can vary enormousiy -l'm

writing this on a system where the screen is 800
by 600 pixels
So we first must find out what the screen area is

like. You can, of course, presume that the screen
will always be exactly the size of YOUR screen,
but if your program is to run on all kinds of sys-
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tems, then this is not true. We need some (univer-
sal) way of finding out how large the screen can
be, This can be found out with the PWscrsize
keyword, as used in line 390 of the example pro-
gram. The PWscrsize command will tell you what
the maximum screen size for a window can be,
P!{ s cr s i ze 1# chanf , ) x-s:,ze/, y 

-s i ze f, , x-or i g $, y 
-or tgfi

The four pararneters {i.e. apart from the optional
uchan%) will be filled in Olld RETURhI FROM TFIIS
KEYWORD, so they can have any value when
you call this keyword but they must be of the
r-nrror-f fvno io intonor vrri:hlocLvr ruu( (tll/U, 

',!. r"r!5vr vurruurvJ.', #chan%o is the channel lD. Normally this would
be channel s0. You can leave this parameier
out, it will then default to channel fiO

-) x-size%o and y-size% will be set to the maxi-
mum x and y sizes your window can extend
to Normally, if this is done for windowx0, ie
the first window tor a job, this should be as
large as the screen itseif, For all other win-
dows opened for the same 1ob, this should be
the x and y sizes of the outline of windown0.-) x-orig?o and y-ong7o will be set to the x and
y origins of the screen (i.e 0 and 0 for the tirst
window open for a iob)

Please note that the parameters passed MUST
be integers, and must be variables.
So, in line 390, we get the maximum size win-
dowrO can occupy, and since it is presumed that
windownO is the first window open for this 1ob,
this is actually the size of the screen,
ln line 410, we then set the outline for windowr0
to cover the entire screen, minus a row of 28
pixels at the top. Then we set windowstO,fil,n2
to their normal aspects in SBasic. Please note
that the outline ol windownO is NOT affected by
ihe size of windows0 itselL The outline of a

window and the size of that window are two
different things, the size is what you see of the
window on the screen, the outline is the size the
Pointer lnterface "knows" and 'cares" about.

The 'init' procedure
So now we have made sure that, if necessary, the
outline of the first window open for this job has
been set. This was done by calling the
set-windows procedure f rom within the init
procedure {in line 170), Now we go on to create
the outline obieci of the window with the
following code in line 210,

210 outline=Pl{ffeate ( 0, Pll(' TYPI-OUTLIm' ),
pt{( 

' 0UTIINE_TITIT_TEXT ' ) , text$, P1{( '0UTIINE-QUIT' 1 ,

PI1i(' OUTIINE_QUIT_JGYPRESS' ), 2?)

{please note that this is ail on one line).

Let's examine ihat: First of all, we pass a para-

rneter of 0. This is the owner of the object, and
since this is the very first object we create, there
is no owner tor it yet. Then we pass a tag stating
the this is going to be an outiine obiect
{PW('TYPE_OUrLrNt'))

The next tag is a tag specifically for outiine
objects, and its purpose is t0 tell the ouiline
object that it will have a title with a text in

it{PW{'CUTLINE-TITLE-TtXT')), and the text then
follows [e.g. the variable text$, initralised in line
190 - please note the way there is a CHR${O}

tucked in at the end. This is necessary, and will be
explained later).

Next, we tell the outline that it is to have a Qurt
item {PW{'OUTLINE-QUIT')) and that this quit item
is to be indicated (hit/done) with a certain
keypress !n this case the ESC key, which
corresponds to CHR$(27).

That's it for initialising the outline obieci. Now we
have to activate it. This is done in the main'
procedure.

The 'maln' procedure
Here, we lirst of all initialise some variables {line
260), e.g. most of those that will be passed on to
the PWactivate procedure. This initialisation is not
strictly necessary (most of the will be set upon
return from this function) but is good program

mrng practice, and for the"mempointer' variable
this is absolutely necessary

Then we activate the outline object {line 280).

Now the code passes to Prowess, it will draw the
pointer and read the events.
Since the rouiine is more or less empty (apart
from the title and the quit item), nothing much
happens, You can quit the window by pressing

the ESC key

We then arrive at line 290. l\lempointer will be 0
since we wanted to quit this program, so we
leave the loop and remove the outline obiect

{which otherwisewould still exisi and eat up

memory),
Admittedly, this program doesn't do very much -

yet. We can later build up on it but before that,

we'll see two new concepts -the'PW' functicn,
and string handling under Prowess. This will be
covered in the next instalrnent of this series.

QL Foreverl
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BASIC!-inker-aReview
Tim Swenson
BASIC Linker is a programmers tool for writing $uperBasic
programs. lt is written by Wolfang Lenerz and distributed by
Jochen Merz Software.

Some Background
One of the key ditferences bet-
ween BASIC and other langua-
ges (like C, Pascal, Perl, etc,) is

that BASIC was designed lo
have line numbers, GOTO, and
GOSUB statements. A loi of
early BASIC's were wrrtten for
"home cornputers" where the
BASIC interpreter was the ope-
rating system for the computer
Fxamples of these systems are
Atari, Commodore, Apple, and
Sinclair: The QL was the first
Sinclair computer that had a
"real. OS, but it still included a
built-in BASIC interpreter:
These BASIC inierpreters put a
lot of constraints on the lan-
guage and for some, these
constraints were considered
part of the langauge One o{
the constraints was how BASIC
programs were edited Most
computers had a form ol line
editor built-in as part of the
interpreter: Some options were
added to these built-in editors,
like the EDIT and [D on the QL,
but they were still a constraint.
To those used to programming
in different languages and on
dif{erent systems, the practice
of programming was done with
a standard editor (the program-
mers' choice) and a compilel
interpreter BASIC Linker is a

tool that brings that lorm of
programming to the QL

What is BASIC [-inker?
ln the l.Jnix sense, BASIC Linker
is a filter ln the C sense, it is a
preprocessor ln the Super-
Basic sense, it is a program
that takes a SuperBasic pro-
gram that does not include line
numbers, and adds these nurn-

bers and creates an output file.
This is the base function of
BASIC Linker but it does more
than just this
It allows a single program to be
made up of many files. When
BASIC Linker is run, it reads all

these files, adds the line num
bers and creates one big out-
put file with lhe single prograrn
in it,
BASIC Linker can also parse a

program (without S*BASIC) and
find syntax errors. lt can also
execute Qliberator and compile
a program for you. When used
to its fullest potential, you can
edit a program in QD, save it,
run it through BASIC Linker
which checks the syntax, and
then executes Qliberator to
produce an executable. This
saves you the time of having to
run Qliberator yoursell.

Requirernents
BASIC Linker requires the
Pointer Environment and the
Menu Extension, both of which
come with it. lt is designed to
operate with QD as the editor lt
can be run without an editor
but trying to use some of the
features that are designed for
QD will cause BASIC Linker to
die with a QLIB error:

Progranrming for BASIC
Linker
Since there are no line numbers
when programming with BASIC
Linker:two line number oriented
SuperBasic commands are not
allowed {G0T0 and GOSUB)
and RESTORI is altered. A fur
ther limitation is put on how
Function and Procedure defini
tions are written,

Losing GOTOs and GOSUBS is

not a big problem, With the
advent of Procedure based
BASIC's {like SuperBasic),
GOTOs and GOSUBs are no
longer needed, For some pro-
grarnmers, GOTOs are a bad
thing {see Dijkstra's famous
paper entitled "GOTO State-
ment Considered Harmful" -

www.acm.o rg/classics/oct9 5l).
RESTORE is used in conjuction
with a DATA statement, telling
SuperBasic to start reading
data from certain DATA state
ments, starting a specific line
number With BASIC Linker the
line number is never known to
the programmers, the work-
around is to place a RISTCRE
statement before each group
of DATA statements and the
RFSTORF wiil be given a iine
number of itself.
Here is an example taken from
the manual:

100 RESToRE 110
110 DATA

ln BASIC Linker
RESTORE

DATA.. . ..
Which will become the tollow-
ing lines,

1.OO RESTORE 1OO

110 DATA

lf you are a big user of DATA

statements, some experimenta-
tion may be necessary to
understand how BASIC Linker
can produce the code you
need. The end code (with line

nurnbers) can be checked to
see what it looks like,
There is a limitation on how
Procedures and Functions are
defined Basically {no pun in

tended), colons are not ailowed
in a statement defining a Froce-
dure or Function.
The tollowing is not allowed'

DEFine PR0Cedure abc:
next conmand : END DEFine
abc

DEFine F\rNction abc:
next conmand : END

DEFine abc
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The DEFine and tND DEFine
must be on separate lines.
Personally I have no problem
with this limitation as I do not
like to use colons to combine
commands in a line. The only
time I may do it is in short
comrnands that are reiated
{lNK, PAPIR, CLS, erc)

The Llnker Control
File
Since a single program can
be made up of a number of
S*BASIC files, a l_inker
Control File is used to
control the whole prolect. ln
the file are items like defin-
ing the input directory, out
put directory, the files to be
included in the program, and
other options,
BASIC Linker must have a
Linker Control File to run, so
the user will have to spend
a few minutes working on
this file before being able to

run BASIC Linker: A sample
Linker Control File is provided,
so it is easiest to copy this and
start from there.
Users new to the program will
spend most of their time
learning how to change the
options and control of the
program via the Control File.
Creating a complex program

Control file can also take some
time due to the the large num-
ber of options and control
statements available.

Configuring BASIC
Linker
BASIC Linker has a Level 2
Config Block lt can only be
conf igured with lvlenuConfig

where it is to find the Linker
Control Files, where ii will find
QD, and where it willfind Qlibe
rator There are other options
but I did not need to change
thern.

Running BAS$e Linker
Since BASIC Linker comes with
a program example (three

and not the standard Config
program (Config only does
Level i Config Blocks). Menu-
Config does come on disk with
BASIC Linker lt took me a
minute to realize that I had to
use MenuConfig, as I have al-
ways used Contig in the past.
Before running BASIC Linker I

had to configure the directory

-BAS f iles and a test
Linker Control File), I

decided to use this test
for my first attempt at
using the program.
So, I modilied the Linker
Control File and executed
BASIC Linker BASIC Lin
ker has one window. 0n
the window is a number of
butions, Including a D0 for
processing the S*BASIC
files ln my Linker Control
file I did not turn on Par-
sing and Compiiling, but I

can set them on by
clicking on the "Parse"

and/or "Compile" buttons The
first thing I did was to just hit
"DO'. A couple of smaller
popup windows appeared and
quickly disappeared before I

could read them, then I was
back to the original window I

guess no news is good news.
I CTRL-C'ed back to SBASiC
and looked at the resultant file
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It was there and it had line
numbers in it So, it looks like
the program worked. When I

tried this again, I noticed that
the small popup windows are
progress windows, telling the
user what BASIC Linker is

daing. Since I'm using a Q40
and the test programs were
reai srnall, the popups did not
get a chance to stay on the
screen before the next pro-
ortrqs. nnnt rn ulaq tn ennA2rr"F"t,
Now to try Parse and Compile.
CTRL-C'ed back to BASIC
Linker; clicked on "Parse" and
"Compile', then hit D0. Some
stuff happens and then the
QLiberator window quickly
pops up and then goes away.
Back to SBASIC I can see that
there is a "test-obj" that I

then execute and see that
it does run.
So, rnstead of doing all of
the QLiberator stuff my-
selt BASIC Linker has
done it and very quickly
generated an executable. I

did forget to mention that
one additional button that I

did not use is "Execute".

Wilh this turned on, once
the program in compiled,
BASIC Linker will execute
it so that it can be tested.

\ilhat Happens
!ffith Bad Code
Know thai I knew what BASIC
Linker does when everything is
fine, time to test it with bad
code, I edited one of the test
files and removed the last
quote {") from the end of a print
statement and saved the file.

Back to BASIC Linker clicked
off Parse and Compile, then hit
DO, Same as before, When I

CTRL-C'ed back to SBASIC
and VlEWed the file, I did see
the quote character was still

missing. Now back to BASIC
Linker; click on Parse, and then
DO, This time I see the srnall
popup window stay on the

screen saying "There was an
Error in Parsing'. I click on OK,
the window disappears, and I'm
back to the main BASIC Linker
window. But, I see that the line
with the missing quote is listed
along with the error message. I

click on the error message (00
it) and suddenly I'm back io QD
and I can see BASIC Linker
executing a QD command to
put the cursor on the line with
iha henl nndnrr r! vau wvuu.

This is probably the best fea-
ture of BASIC Linker lnstead of
CTRL-Cing back to an editor
and finding the offending line,
BASIC Linker does it for you.
As simple as it nray sound, it
does save a lot of keystrokes
and eventually a lot of time.

Su m rna ry
Since I did not have any pro-
grammrng projects I was work-
ing on, I did not go much further
than my initial tests. I did not try
to break the program, The pro-
grarn is currently being sup
ported and any bugs that arise
should quickly be fixed ln fact,
while doing this review an up
dated version of BASIC Linker
was sent to me.

The one thing that the QL has
really been lacking is a good
Program Development System.
One of the first and best that
I've used came with Turbo
Fascal (on both DOS and
CP/M). lt was a package of
integrated editor and compiler

Once in QD, I edited the line,

saved the file, and CTRL-Ced
back to BASIC Linker to try it
again.

More Options
Since BASIC Linker executes
Qliberator it has a part of its
Conlig Block where options for
Qliberator are de{ined Things
like Nlo Windows, No Lines, etc.
This is configured {or all of
BASIC Linker and not per
program that is going to be
processed and compiled.

lf there were any compiler er-
rors, it would take you back to
them in the editor: Once edited,
the compile cornmand could be
executed to try it again.
BASIC Linker gets us almost
there. lt does have the ability to
get to QD and get to a line with
bad code, but I would still like to
run BASIC Linker fror-n within

QD, Now, I'rn not a QD expert
and had to borrow a copy for
this review so I don't know if
this is possible or not I did not
see any mention of it in the
BASIC Linker manual.

Bosic Linker u.1.09

! ink F i te: u inl- I ink-test*ctn I

B**il*i'-ilT)th",s"l;'ii'*' ilii;
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It would also be nice if BASIC
Linker could be configured to
work with more that iust QD,
QD is nice, but there are also
sorne nice Freeware editors out
there, My personal favorite is
Microfmacs, and now that
MicroEmacs is a CSM server
having BASIC Linker send
commands to MicroEmacs to
rnove to a specific line would
be fairly easy to do.
But still, BASIC Linker does free
up the S*BASIC programmer

from the confines of line num
bers and the limited built-in edi
tors in SuperBasic and SBASIC.
There is a significant learning
curve when creating Linker
Control files, but once one is
created, BASIC Linker can save
n'rany keystrokes by quickly
being able to re-cornpile a pro-
gram after fixes are made.
When programrning, I find that
l'm spending a lot of my time
tixrng syntax errors and pro
gramming errors. This includes

running QLiberator nurnerous
times in one programming ses
sion I can automate things by
using ALT keys, but BASIC
Linker makes it easier:
Programming this way may not
be for everyone. Some pro-
grammers may like using the
built in editing capabilities. For
those that don't and like to
choose their editors, BASIC
Linker makes prograrnming
ud5rur.

Fnogramrn$m$ !m Ass€rylb$sn - Fart I
Norman Dunbar

We carry on exactly where we stopped last time.

Getting Pararneters
On entry tc a machine code extension {ie not an EXEC'd 1ob or a CALLed routine) certain registers are
set up with very useful values. These are,

+---------- *------*---+
Register I value

I AU,ECnoff points to tbe top of the uraths stack relative to 46.

I poUts to the start of the na$e table entry for the first
I parameter.

--------------+

41 is supposed to point at the top of the maths stack (see below) relative to 46, bui I have found out
the hard way that this is only the case when the procedure or function being executed has some
parameters and they have been fetched, A1 is set to the amount of space used (or free) on the maths
stack on entry to a procedure. (See Maths Stack below for full details.)

A3 points at the address of the first byte of the first entry in the name table for this procedure or
function. Again, this is relative to 46.

A5 points at the address of the first byte AFTER the last name table entry for this procedure or function
Again this is relative to 46

46 should never be changed as it points to the base of the SuperBasic job and almost all the various
routines involving the maths stack and getting/returning parameters rely on addresses being relative to A6.

So we can now check to see how many parameters we have by the following caiculation:

(ti-n:) /a
There are B bytes in each name table entry Full details of the name iable entries are given beiow.
lf we have 3 parameiers, then the name table entries will look like the following:
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(A5,46)-----, t n*u".-e";;;;;-:"::- 
- 

i <--- Higbest addressl----------r-
I tnira paraneterrs B bytes Il-----------------l
I Second parameterrs 8 bytes il-----------------l

(A3,A6)--+--) I first parameterrs 8 bytes i "--- Lowest address
| +------ --*--------+ |tt
+--*------- -----------*--+

So (43,A6) points to the first byte of the first parameter and is the lowEst address, {45,46} points to the
first byte past the last parameter and is the highest address

The first name table entry starts at 0{43,46) and ends at 7(43,A6}. The second starts at 8(43,46) and
ends at 15(A3,A6) and the last starts at 16(43,46) and stops at 23{43,46)

When fetching parameters from the name list onto the maths stack, we can use some vectored utiliiies
to get them for us. These allow the retrievai of strings, long words, integers (short words) and floating
point values. They all expect 43 and 45 to be set up correctly as above-A3 and A5 are trashed by thi;
routines, so il you have to check any pararneter separators etc, then you must do it before calling the
fetch rouiines.

When the routines return, they set D3.W to the number of parameters fetched and set 41 to the correct
value for the top of the maths stack - relative to 46 of course. Now we can access the values of each
parameter separately as we like, On return the first parameter in the list is stored at 0(A1,A6), the next is
above the first and so on. When fetching parameters pl, p2, p3 from a procedure or function cail, they
will end up 0n the maths stack in the correct order 0(Al,46) will be pointing at p1 on the stack

The parameter fetching routines are:

CA-GTINT- fetch integer parameters (2 bytes each)
CA-GTLIN' fetch long parameters {4 bytes each)
CA-GTFP ' felch floating pcint parameters {6 bytes each)
CA-GTSTR fetch string parameters {variable length)

They require to be called as follows:

nove.w ea_gtint,a2 i Fetch al1 parans as integer words
jsr (a2) ; Do it
tst.l d0 ; Did it work ?

beq.s ok ; Yes
rts ; Must return to SuperBasic with elrors

ok ; carry on here

At this point, D3!V can be tested to check that the correci number of parameters has been fetched,

crnpi.w #/r,d3 ; Were there 4 parameters ?

beq.s ok-4 ; Yes
noveq #-1r,d0 ; Bad parameter error code = *1"5

rts i and baek to SuperBasic

ok-4 ; Carry on here

To access the parameters we need to get the data off of the rnaths stack and into our working
registers, as follows:

nove.w 0(a6,a1.1),d1 ; Paraneter one
!nove.$ 2(a6raJ,"1),d2 ; Paraneter two
nove.w /r(a6ral.1),dJ ; Paz.alreter three
nove.w 6(a6,aJ-.1),d/* ; Paraneter four
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and so on. Now that we have our parameters, we need do nothing more with the maths stack if we are
inside the code ol a procedure lf we are in a function then we MUST tidy the maths stack. This is simply
done by adding the size of all parameters on the stack to A1. ln our example we have 4 word length
parameters, so we should add I to A1 as follows:

adda.l #B,aL ; Reset maths stack

As mentioned, there is no need to do this in a procedure, but if you have to learn to do it for a function, y0u
are as well to learn to do it for everything that way you don't forget to do ii and cause a hanging QL

Tidying a stack with strings on is more difficult and it is probaly best done as each one is removed. For
example, say we have two strings on the stack after a call to CA-GTSTR then we get them off as follows'

empi. w ll2,C,3 ; 'ulere there ttuo strings?
beq.s ok ; Yes
moveq #-L5,dA ; Bad parameter
rts ; Exit to SuperBasie

ok 1ea buffer-a, a2 ; Destination foz' one string
lea 0(a6,a1.1)ral i Source for string
bsr copy_str ; Copy
move.sr 0(a6ral-.1),d0 ; Size word
addq.w #3,d,0 i Make bigger
bclr #0rd0 ; Make even
add.w d0ra1 ; Add D0 to A1 - sign extends remember I

0k, so we added the size of the first string plus 2 for the size of the size w0rd as well, to Al having made it
even s0 the stack is now cleared of the first string. This leaves one string with its size word sitting at
0{A6,a1.1) ready for the next copy,

1ea buffer-bra2 ; Destination for next string
lea 0(a6raL.1)ral ; Source for string
bsr copy_str ; Do the copy
move.w 0(a6ral-"1)rd0 ; Size r.rord
addq.w #3,d0 ; Make bigger
bclr #0rd0 ; Make even
add.rc d0,a1 ; Add D0 to A1 * sign extends reurember !

and there you have a tidy stack once again.

You could ask 'if we have to restore 41 to its value on entry, why not lust save ,A1 and then restore it
afterward?' Like this:

start move.l bv-rip(a6),a1 ; Feteb iop of Maths Stack
move.1 a1,-(a7) ; Staek it for later

; Do lots of stuff here - fetching paraneters ete

move.l (a7)+,a1 ; Restore AX

; and so on

Well, you could, but at certain times there will be a hung QL and you will not know why. The reason is
simple, bt",lt difficult to find 0r trace, When you fetch parameters onto the maths stack, it can MOVt lN
MEMORY Preserving the original value is fine if the stack stays put, but if it moves and you set BV-RIP
to the old value, you can get into all sorts of trouble lt is best to keep the stack tidy using the methods
described above.

Keeping Things Even
You may well also ask 'What is all this add 3 and clear bit 0 nonsense then?' Think about it in binary tor
a bit. We have the word size of the string in DO.W and we must ensure that we add an even number of
bytes to A1 We must also remember to add 2 to A1 for the size of the size word itself
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RWAP
S&FTWARE

A well established accounts package for the small ro
mediunr sized business, including automatic
generation of profit & loss account, balance sheet, VAT
retum. reports and analysis for audit trails and
management decisions. Previously sold for over f 100."

This is che ultimate database program - extremely fast and flexible, easy to
use, updated ro cope wrrh the latest versions of the QL operatinS systern
and stiil maintained. A report module is included to allow you to format
output in any wa,v, including mail-merge- Unfortunatel54 oniy available as
an upgrade to the original version.

Have you ever rried to write a prog"rarfl, but been lost as to
the nreans of perfonning a cenain action? Thi$ Reference
Manual provides you with a full description and exanples of
how to use ali of the key'vuords found on a standard QL, plus
the ke1'wcrds unrler SMSQ/E, Toolkjt Il and manv different
public domain toolkits. Detaiis of any possible problems are
provided, rogether with descriprions of how to use the
device drivers and how to ensure that your programs are
ccmpatible across rhe range of Ql. platt,orms.

This book is ideai for ail QL users and is kept up :i: date by
regular u;rlates.

Orders are currendy being taken for the next pnnt run of
this popular tome-

(Note Price for the book does not include postage and
packing)-

Classic QL adventures, now re-released without any need
for microdrives. These include nrainly text adventures,
catering for ali tastes, from the spoof Prawn, through to a
Hammer Horror, fighting the bad-guys in the old West and
banling with robotic hoards and goblins. Retum to Eden is a
massive three disks of adventure, with pictures for each
location and a captured prince ro rescue- With rhree
characters to control, each wrth their own abilities and
skills, rhis one shouid keep you amr.rsed for many an
evening.
All six adventures are avaiiable togerher for oniy f25.

Managc a payroll for a small ro medium sized
business. Handles up to 99 employees easily,
producing P45s and P60s as weii as the paysiips on a
monthly or weekly basis. Calculates tax and narional
insurance and is easy to update to take account of
current tax year rules.

Q-Help: on-screen help for SupertsASlC crnmands,
including 1-K2, l\rrbo Toolkit, SMSQ,zE and PD toolkits.
Can easily rre used ro add heip pages to your owll
programs - simply produc€ ASCIT text for each help
paFc an inriex tr, the help pages and Q-Help
automar rcally cross-references and displays the lrnk.
l'he Pli rooikirs referred to are available for €2.
Q-lndex: Ihe SuperDASlC index supplied with the
Retcrence MaDudl enter a topic such as scr€en
resolution' and find out rhe conmands which reiare,

Produccs landscape printouts of Easel,zQSpread
sprcadshects and output frorn QL Genealogist, as well
as any other standard text file. You can specifo the
firnts to be used on the page. Works with all EPSON
(rmpatible printers, from 9 pin dot matrix up to inkjer
printens. A mosr useful utility written by Dilwyn Jones
- you know it must be easy to use.

Keep track ol your lamily tree! Add individuals, with
details of their parents and children, watch all of those
links build up into a forrnal famill' rree layour. Text
files and Pictures rniry also be linked to individuals as
well as notes and events, making rhis rhe perfecr way
t(r preservc the hirtory of )'our famiiy for future
gcncrati()ns. QL version nnw suppons Filelnfo ll and
QMenu, as well as kecping derails of both the rnaie
and female trces. PC version is event dnven - enter the
dctails as they appear in document-s and it generates
rhe rre.e frorn these- Both prograrns easy to use witn
srcp i.ry stcp tutorial.

Can you learn to fly a twin-engined passenger jer? This
simulator includes full shaded 3d views of the world around
which you are fiying, toegerher with the ability to add
naviganon beacons, airports and even landscape features to
make F'lightDeck the ultimate QL Flight simularor, A
database of the main UK airports is included to allow you to
fly around the UK for rrainrng missi{}ns.
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This is the latest version of this popular route finding
program. Find rhe quickest route or the shortest route
between any two places, using roads. A wide ramge of rnaps
is available for this prograrn. (see eisewhere in this odvert).
T'he program is easy and quick to use. You can even add your
own places ancl roads to the rnaps to include local detail.

Ever wondered what ihe stars in the sky looked like 100
years ago? or maybe you want to learn the constellations
and names of what you can see in the sky. This is the
progTam for you " generates pictures of the stars for any
given place or time and provides details on those objects.
Includes Halley's Comet, the Moon and the Solar Systern

Planets.
For the wargamlng enthusiast - D-Day is a classic table rop wargame, wherc you
control either the Allies or the A-xis forces and play against either the (:orrputer
or another human player Wjrh rhe abiliry ro define your own army set ups and a
choice of four different scenarios, this should keep you enrerrained fbr a rvhiie.
Crey Woif places vou in charge of a submarine .an you sink the enerny
shipping whilst avoiding their plaiies and dpstroyers??

TEL: 01982 8368&8
Cheques in fstertring

payabXe &o'R".&4ellor'

R.WAP Softwareu 4 Aravil Crescemt,
Coseley, West ftdidiands
WV14 BGA

@ 8L Fodwy

" Also known as Trsding Accounts
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Lets try this with an even number first of all, Fven numbers are detected by bit zero being cleat so

+-- - -* - -- --- - - --- - - - -- -+
I lo I Do+3 | Result 

I

i 
--:-;-- ------;--;----- it zt ) | + |

| 4l z | 6 |lrolr: ln i

+- --*- - - - -* - - - *-- -- - -- -+

So you can see what is.happening. D0 always ends up being D0 + 2 and is always even This is good
as it is what we want. What about odd numbers then?

+- -- -- - -- -- - - - --- - -- -* *+
I lo I Do+J I Result 

I

| ---------------------- ll:16 | e iI tl a I e Iiuir+ lu i

+- - - --- - - -* - - - --- - ----*+

So is this good then? Remember that the maths stack must be kept even. When odd length strings are
copied onto it by CA-GISTR it pads out the space on the stack with a rubbish byte {dHR$(g)io be
precise) which is never used, The size word remains odd,

So for an odd sized string weneed to add 2 for the size word, the odd number of bytes and one spare
for the padding Our 3 lines of code handle this tor all cases - even or odd sized sirings The code is
goodl

Of course it would be simple to do this,

rnove.w 0(a6,al_.t),00 ; Size word
btst #0,d0 ; Is it even ?

beq.s even ; yes
addq.w #3-,dO ; Add 1 for padding byte for odd sized strings

even addq.w #2,d0 ; Add 2 ro tbe size word
add.r,r d0,a1 ; Add D0 to A1 - sign extends rernember !

But this is extra typing and takes longel so the simple case shown above, works all the tinre.

Two of These and Cna of Those
What do you do if you want to get hold of two iong words and a string?

Let us assume that you are wriling a procedure that has this format,

D0_S0!ETHING long*1, long_2, string_l

This has two different types of parameters and we cannot fetch them all in one go unless we can read
the long parameters as strings and convert them ourselves lt is quite easy to felch these parameters
you just do it in two goes

ln the code we know that A3 and A5 hold the start and stop addresses of the parameters in the Name
Table. lf we set A5 to be 43 + 16 and then collect long words we wiii get our two long words. We can
then set A5 back to its original value and set A3 io this less I and fetch the final pararieter as a string.
Here we go then'

get-longs move.l a5,-(aV) ; Save last parameter pointer
lea l6(a3),a5 ; 45 now thinks thare are onJ;r two parameters
nove.w ca_gtIiat,a2 ; Fetch al1 parameters as longsjsr (a2) ; Do it
tst"l d0 ; 0K ?
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beq.s got_1ong ; Yes
rts ; Exit with error code

got*long cmpi"w #2rd3 ; lJere there two ?

bne.s bad*parans ; No, bale out
nove"l (a7)+,a5 ; A5 lrolds address of final string
lea -B(a5),a3 ; Pretend we have only one parameter
move.w ca-gtstrra2 ; Fetch as strings now
jsr (a2) ; Do it
tst"l" d0 ; 0I( ?

beq.s got*string ; Yes
rts ; Exit rcith error code

bad*parans noveq #-15,d0 ; Bad parameter error
rts ; Exit to SuperBasic

got*string ; continue fron bere

0k, so now what does the maths stack look like? Remember when fetching parameters they end up on
the stack in the order you want them with the first at the lowest address and the next above it and so
on. This time, we fetched two longs and a string in two different calls. This rneans that after the first
fetch the maths stack is:

+--------+
I r-*.- r Illurrts_z I

t--------l
(46,Al-)----, I Long-r I

+---*-*--+

But then we fetched a string and it got put onto the maths stack so it now looks like this,

+--------+

bytes
bytes

(A6,A1) --*-, siu e
+--------+

QDOS is very helpful here. lf during the course of fetching the string, the maths stack had to be moved
in memory, QDOS will preserve the current contents so that'long-l'and'l0ng-2' willstill be there when
you come around to using their values. Nice!

ln this discussion we mentioned the name table. This is discussed in detail next. Do you get the feeling
that this article is written upside down?

Nanre Table Fntnies
The name table is a list of B byte entries which define all the names used in SuperBasic (or extensions
to SuperBasic written in assembler), the type of each entry and where it lives in the name list and the
SuperBasic variables area.

As per the description above {GETTING PARAMTTERS), the name table is also used t0 store details of
the parameters passed to our assembly routine. So for parameters passed, a copy is made and stored
at the end 0f the name table. The A3 and A5 registers are set up t0 point at ihe tirst and last parameter
and for these, the format of the name table is as follows'

+---***---- ----*---*----+
lBytes0&1 Inytes2&3 Inytes4taz Ir-----------------------l
I fypu & Separator I Pointer to NAME LIST entry I Pointer to value I

I flag word I Nar na AN oDD ADDRnss I in variables area I+-----*---* --*---*---*--+
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Bit 7 | t = tirere is a hash (#) in front of firis paraneter. 
I

| 0 = tnere is not a trash. i

--------------l
Bits 6-4 | OOO = No separator after tbis paraneter 

i

I OOf = Couma (,) after tiris paraneter 
i

The low byte of the type word tells us what type of parameter we are dealing with and iis separator{s)
as follows:

010 = Serni-co]-on (;) after tbis pararneter
011 = Back-slasn (\) after this paraneter
100 = Exclarnation urark ( ! ) after tbls paraneter
101- = T0 after this parameter

0000 = nul1
0001 = stri.ng
0010 = Floating point
0011 = Integer

+---------- ----*---------*+

For the first parameter the type byte is at 1(a6,a3.1) as opposed to 0(a6,a3l).

For the rest of SuperBasic, the name table uses bytes 0 and I to define the type of the entry as follows,

+---------- -------*-+
Inyteo I

+---------- --**---*-+
$00 = Undefined
$01- = Expression
$02 = Variable
$03 = Array or substring
$0/r = SuperBasic PR00edure (Byte 1 is always zero)
$05 = SuperBasic FuNction

$00 = Substring (Internal use only !)
$01 = String
$02 = Floating point
$03 = Integer

$0602 = REPeat loop identifier
$0702 = FOR loop identifier
$0800 = Assembly language procedure
$0900 = Assenbly languge tunction

f

Note:
The RtPeat and FOR loop identifiers are hard coded io be of type lloating point This represents tha
internal \ialues for SuperBasic. I suspect that this is the reason that FOR loop identifiers cannot be
integer I believe that SBASIC allows integer FOR loops and I presume that the internal format for these
will be $0703 -l am sure that Jochen will correct me if I am wrongl!

All entries in the name table, be they parameters or'proper'names, have a word in bytes 2 & 3 which
points to the entry in the name list for this'name'. This simply gives an easy way of storing the names
all in one place. Note that this value is sirnply the offset from the start of the name table where the
bytes of this name can be found A fuller description of the name list follows on (in the best tradiiion of
upside down magazine articlesl) below

lf the value is -1, then this is an expression and has no name.
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--- 
superHernes : .. :

.d nnajor hardware upgrade for the QL
All F{ermes features (working serl/2, independent
baud rales/de-bounced keyboardlkeyclick) PLUS full
192()0 throughput on serl/ser2 not affected by sound
IBM AT keyboard interface (plus foreign drivers) //
HIGII SPEED RS232 industry standard two-way
serial port. 4800cps throughput (supergoldcard -
qtpi - zrnodem) at 57600bps /i TT{REE low speed
RS232 inputs (1200 to 30bps)- incl SENAL MOUSE
driver. Other uses include RTTY/graphics tablet etc il
3 spare tr/O lines (logic) with GND/+SV /l Capslock/
serolloek LED/Turbc,/keyloek eonneetors /l l.Sk user
dala pernunently in EEPROM

All this o! a orofessioaAl bOard about twice the siec if
the E049_co-pfocessof it re

Cost (including rnanuaVsoftware). &90 (&921 t87 / {9O)
IBM AT UK layou{ Keyboard.......g22 (L241{2}/e21}
Serial mouse ...........Cll {t131|12/tl4}
Capslockiscrollock LED g1 (€1.50/f 1/I1.50)
Keyboard or mouse lead....,,....... C3 (f3.50/f,3/f3.50)
High speed serial (ser3) lead......€4 ({,$.50if4l$4.50)

Up to I rnbyte sf {!ask m?em?sx-y fer the QX,
A smail plug in circuit for the QL's ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 mbyes of permanent
storage - it can be thought of as a po*able hsrd disk
on a card, and reads at some 2 rnbytes per second.
T'hink of it - you could fully boot an expanded QI-.
ineluding all drivers/SMSQ cte off RomDisq at hard
disk speed with only a memory expansion needed.

2 rnby'tes Ro*rDisq... . ......{.39 (f,41g37lf40)
4rnbyes RomDisq,.. .. .. .. ....965(956i {63 I {,67')
I nebytes RornD{sq.. .......€98 (Si00/€.95/€99}
Aurora adaptor.,.,........ ....... -.S3 (f 3. 50/t3l€4)

&API,AN&
A Xow proflrle powered bachplane witk &CI&[ port

A three expansion backplane u'ith ROM port included for
RornDisq etc. Aurora can be fitted in notebook case and
powered offsingle 5V rail - contact QBranch for details. Two
boards (eg Aurora and Gold Card/Super Gold Card/Goldfire
fixed to base. Suitable for Aurora (ROM accessible from
outside) & QL motherboard in tower case. Spccify R.OM
tacing IN towards boards, or OUT tou'ards back ofcase.

CosL......."".................".934 (936/t33/S35)
All Hennes features (see above) + an IBM ,{T'
keyboard interface only. Entry level superHermes.
Cost (incl kcyboard lead)...€-53 ({55.50i951/[53 50)

Connects lo Minerva MKtr and any Philips {2C bus
power Orlver fntgrfacg 16 VO Itnes with X2 of the rsd to
conirol I current csrrying outpuls (source and sink capable)

2 amp (for 8 relays, smdl motore)...... ...... g4S ({,43 b3el i.44)
4 amp total (for motors etc) . .. .. . .. . , . S45 ([48/943/S50)
RelaVl (8 3a 12v 2-way mains relays (needs 2a power
driver).....,...... ..................f25 (128/d231L27)

Egfallgl Intedhce Gives 16 input/output lines. Can be
used *flerever logic signals are required..S25 (E2Uen/A1)
Anqlogue Intedace Gives eight E bit analogue to
digitntr inputs (ADC) and trvo I bit digital to analogue
output$ (DAC). Used for temp rneE$urements, sound
sampling (to 5 KHz), x/y plotting.....930 ([3].50/L29/L30)
Tengjrola (-40oc to +t25oc)........910 (€10.50/€10/e l l )
Conneclor {'or four tsrnp probes....... Si$ (610.50/€10/€l I )
Data shcets.... .................... t2 (f2,50lC?ll3)

MINERVA RTC (MKII) + bsttery fon 256 byles ram"
CRASHPROOF clock & I2C bus for interfacing" Can
sutoboot from beffery blcked ram. Quick start-up.

fne OntCINAf .syst

OTHER FEARIRES COMMON TO ALJ VERSIONS
DEBUGGED operatrng system/ autoboot on reset of
power failure/ Multiple Basic/ faster scheduler- graphics
(u"ithin iOo/u ol lighuring) - sring handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screen/ TRACE/ non-English keyboard
drivers/ "wann'' fast reset. Vl .97 with spiit OUTPUT
baud rates (+ I lennes) & built in Multibasio.
Flr:t upgrade ll.e. Otheln'ls. send IJ (+t$ for mmuol if requd).

Sed dlsk phs SAE or two IRCs

M KL."{.40 (14 t / L4O I {,43) MKIL."c,6 5 (166 / t 63 / fi61 ) , or, SPARFS

Keyboard membrane ............. .. .... ............ &24 (825 / 824 / L27 )
13'17 PAL {3 (f.3 )0/d3/t4)
Circuit diagrams ........................ ........... ...f;3 (t3.i0i€3lt4)
68008 cpu or 8049 IPC . . ..... ........C8 (tR 50/e7.50/19)
8301/8302 or JM ROM or serial lead., flO ifl 1.50/f10/gl 1 )
Power supply (sea mail overseas)....,,,., .... gt? $17 / f,"16/ LZI )

(}[, R.EPAIRS ft]K onlv]
Fixed price for unmodified QLs, excl microdrives. QI-s

tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM soffware.

$27 inol 6 rnonth guarantee

Prlc.r irclude poitrge end prcktng (Aim.ll wh€r€ rrplacAble). Prles sre: trx (Ec,/Europe oubld€ EC/Rest of world). Psymctrt by cheqw dEw on b.nk
sit$ ttX eddrcs, dcbit cr.drMutcrcud./Accerr/Durcrrd/poilrl ordcr or cAsHl (No Eurmhequs). SAE or IRC for fuU llst md detlils
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Finally, there is a long word which is the pointer to the variables area lf this value is negative then the
variable is undefined and has no entry there. Again, this value is an offset into the variables area and not
an absolute address.

Narne List
The name list is a simple structure in SuperBasic lt holds the names ol allprocedures, variables, functions
etc that have ever been used in this session at the QL, lt is odd in that each name is preceeded by a
BYTE defining its length as opposed to a word in the normalQDOS rnanner This implies that names can
be up to 255 characters long. There are n0 padding bytes to force even addresses in the name lisl either
Beware when accessing this area lhat you only do byte sized operationsl

The narne list starts at the address BV-NLBAS(A6) to BV-NLP{A6) with BV-NLBAS{,A6} being the
lowest address and BV-NLP(A6) pointing to the first byte AFTER the last entry in the name list As
usual, the offsets you get from these basic variables are thenselves relative to 46l

To explain further Fetch the offsets from BV-NLBAS{A6) into A0 The address 0(46,40 L) is the start of
the name list. Or in code'

start move.l nVJfnnS(a6) , aO

1ea.1 0(a6,a0.1),a0
move.b 0(a0),d0 ; D0 1s now the size of the first entry
i More code here

Now A0 has the start of the name list, but beware of doing this in case SuperBasic gets moved lt is
best to stay relative as in the following'

start move.1 BV-J'IIBAS(a6),a0
nove.b 0(a6,a0.:-),d0
; More eode bere

; D0 is nors the size of the first entry

This is much safer

The internal structure therefore looks like this,

+- --- ---- -- -- -* - -+
Bv-J'lLP ( A6) --------- ) Randon Garbage

g I Frpr-NAm

< --- Lots omnitted here I

8v*Nr8AS(A6) -------, I I rnrxr
+- --- - -- - - - --- -- -+

How is ihe name list useful to us in writing procedures and functions? consider these commands,

OP0N*IN #J,' raml-test-file'
OPEN-IN #J, ranl-test-file

What is the difference? ln the first case, the parameter for the filename is a quoted string and internally,
the OPENJN routine can fetch it using CA*GTSTR as described above, ln the second, it will fail if it
uses CA-GTSTR because without quotes, the parameter is a NAME and not a STRING

The procedure/function writer must check for a string parameter or a name parameter and treat each
accordingly. How is this done? - use the name table type byte as described above.

ln the procedure or function, process a name as follows:

Assuming that A3 points to the name table entry for this parameter then if bits 0 to 4 of 1(a6,a3.1) are
zero then we have a name and not a variable, We must copy the name to the stack (or to the
appropriate buffer) making sure that ihe size byte in the name list is converted to a size word on the
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slack or in the buffer The following fragment of code gives the general idea'

nane-test nove.b 1(a6,a3.1),d0
andi.b #$0f, d0
bne.s not_nane
,
i Must be a nane so process accordingl;r here
t

not--lame ; Process a string here

So whan a name is detected we have to make space for it, copy the size BYTE frorn from the narne irst

into the size WORD in our string buffer (which has to be word aligned 0n an even address) and then
copy the individual bytes from the name list to the string bufter At this pornt we are in the same
situation we would be in had we fetched a string using CA-GTSTR and copied it from the maths stack
into our buffer Simple ? {ln my famous DiToolkit extensicns I never actualiy bothered doing this and I

simply fetched all filenames etc as strings - if the user supplied a name instead, the procedure or
function complained. So far no-one has requested that it be updated to allow names!)

How about a bit of fun -leis write a procedure that prints ihe entire name list to a channel. lt shall be
called nlist and it shall take one parameter which is the channel number this will default to n1 if no
parameter supplied.

bv-:rlbas equ $20
bv--nlp equ $24
bv-cbbas equ $30
bv-chp equ $34
en--no equ -6
en-bp equ -L5

JSr \aZ)
rts

start 1ea ilefineraJ. ; Pointer to tbe definition table
nove.w BP-INITra2 ; The vector we need to use (= $110)

define dc.w L
dc.w nlist-x
dc.b ,, TNLISTI

de.w 0

dc.w 0
dc.w 0

; Base of nane list
; Dnd of name list
; Base of charurel table
; End of ctrannel table
; Channel not open error
; Bad parameter erlor

; Call tbe veetored routjle
; And return any errurs back to SuperBasic

1 new procedure
0ffset to procedure
Size ancl nane
8nd of procedures

Nunber of functions
End of functions

x----------
x Definition table for one new procedure
t(-------**-

tt-*--------
l( Procedure NLIST starts bere ". "

x Check for one or zero pararneters - if not then error exit
N------**--
nlist cmpa.1 a)ra5 ; No paraneters ?

beq.s nl--none ; Yes, skip
move.l a5,d0 ; Last parameter pointer
sub.l a3,d0 ; milus first
enpi.w #8,d0 ; One paraneter ?

beq.s got*one ; Yes

bad*par lnoveq #-15, d0
error-erit rts

*----------
x If one parameter, must have a hash else error exit
t{----------
got-one btst #7,L(a6,a3.1) ; cbeck for a hastr

beq.s bad,-par ; Not got one

*----*-----
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x It has a hasb - fetcb the cbannel id. If this fails, error exit.
x----------
get-one nove.w ca*gtint,a2 ; Vector for lrord i-ntegers

jsr (aZ) ; Fetch I

tst.l d0 ; 0k ?

bne.s error-exit ; No, bale out
cmpi"w #L,d3 ; One only ?

bne.s error-exit ; No, bale out
nove.w 0(a6ra1.1),d0 ; Fetch charrnel nunber
addq.l #z,aL ; Tidy stack
tst.w d0 ; Set flags
blt.s bad-par ; Negative is a bad chamel id
bra.s charLok ; skip default ehannel- handli,ng

*--*-------
x No parameters supplied - defau,lt chaanel number to #l-
*--*-------
nl--none noveq #1,d0 i Default to ctrannel #1
chan"-ok bsr.s channel*id ; convert to ebannel id in A0

bne.s error-exit ; 0ops !

*----------
x Fetch the start of tbe name tist from BV-NLBAS(A6). The result of tbis is
x an offset fron 46 to where ttre namelist actually starts.
*^---*-****

move.l bv--nlbas(a6),a3 ; Start of nane list (relative a6 l)

x----------
x Our mai"n loop starts bere. We test to see if we are finished and if not
x copy the (next) name to the buffer fornatting it as a QD0S string.
* D3 is preserved inside tbe loop, so set it once just before the loop starts"
t{.--------*-

moveq #*Lrd3 ; Tineout for the channel

n1-1oop enpa.l bv-:r1p(a6)ra3 i Are we done yet ? (Conpare offsets)
bge.s nl-done ; Yes
moveq #io-sstrg, d0 ; Print some bytes please
nove.b A(a6,a3.1),d2 ; Counter byte fron nane list
ext.w A2 ; Needs to be worii sized for I0-SSTRG
lea !(a6,a3.1),al" ; Start of bybes to print
adda.w Moa3 ; Adjust upwartls to end of bytes
addq.l #L,a3 ; And point at the next size byte
trap #3 ; Print the name (preserves A0, Aj and D3)
tst.l d0 ; 0k ?

bne.s error-exit i Oops - failed

nl--al moveq #io-sbyterdO i Code for 'send one byte'
rnoveq #10,d1 ; Newline cbaracter
trap #3 ; Frint nenrline (preserves A0, A3 and D3)
tst.l d0 ; 0k ?

bne.s error*exit ; Oops - failed

bra"s nl-loop ; Lets go round again !

)t**--------
i{ If tbere is no nore to do, retum to SuperBasic.
x.---*---*-*
nl-done moveq #0,d0 ; No errors

rts ; Exit to SuperBasie

x*---------
x Copy the above code for the CHANNEI-ID subrouti.ne to bere as i"t is required.
x I am not printlng it Lrere because it is a sinple duplication and we need to
x save paper in the nagazine !

x----*-----
ctrannel-id blab btah blah etc

Save the ftle, assemble, fix typing errors and test - super stulf this eh?

When this procedure runs, you can see all the internal names like PRINT CLOSE etc and also all your
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own stuff like NLIST GRFEN, RtD etc and also any filenames that you have used wiihout quotes around
them. These are names like anything else

lf you try the following,

OPEN-NEW #3,ram1*test
j\ri,IsT #3
closE #3

then ioad raml-test into your editor (or copy to scr-), the last entry rn the name list will be raml-test -

because you didn't use quotes. lf you now try:

0PEN-NEII #3, tt raml-t est-againrl
NLIST #3
crosE #l

This time, rarnl"-test-again will NOT be in the list because it is not a name, simply a string. This routine
can be used to get a list of all procedures, functions names etc that are loaded into your QL

ln the next issue, I will explain the maths stack in detail.

,^,\,t T / A"lD

LUbMUb
A review by Brian Kernmetf

There must be many of you
that have looked up at the sky
on a crystal clear night whilst
out walking the dog, drainlng
the last drops {rom the bottom
of your glass during that late
summer's evening Barby, or

iust plain having that quiet tive
minutes in the cool evening air;

and thought, 'l wonder what
that bright star up there is - is it
a planet, or a star?? I wonder
how far away it could be?'.

Well, "TALENT Computer Sys-

tems'(now there's a name from
the pastll) came to the rescue
with 'QL COSMOS' originally
written by G,tCornwelland first
advertised I believe - in "QL

USER' December 1985 for the
princely sum of t14.95. Rich
Mellor of RWAP soltware has
now updated it and has re
released rt far an unbelievable
price of just f5.00.

\flhat you g€t
A single Double Density Disk,
which also contains the pro-

gram manual as a QUILL-doc,
and the nrain program tiles in
"zip" format, so you will need

'unzip', which is not supplied,
but is freely available f rom
numerous sources, including
the'QLToday" cover disks.

The Program
The program unzipped (cos-

mos-obi)is some 77k, so there
should not be any problems
running it on any systern, (the
program has now been com-
piled using Qliberator Rich says
it will run under any screen
resolution, and under SMSQlt..
but more of that later). lf anyone
can remember the microdrive
version, then they will recall
how pain{ully slow loading was..

There was some 10 or 11 diffe
rent files that had to be loaded
at a SNNAILLS pace, but now
that has all changed. All that is

needed is to enter into the
boot program where the pro-
gram files are stored, lhen
EXEC-W the program itsell,
which loads up in a matter of a

second or two. I have a subdi-
rectory on my Hard Disk
named winl*COSMOS, there-
fore:
100 dev$= rwinleosmos-r :

REM use f1p for floppy
drive systens
110 EXEC-W twinlcosmos*
cosmos-obj t ; dev$

The program fifes, apart fronr
the main cosmcs-obj,are the
startup screen, a stunning -scr
depicting the earth as seen
trom the moon {this is one of
the problem areas, this shows
great under the normal
512x256 screen, but any ex-
tended screen of the AURORA
or Q40 forces the picture into
the top left hand corner of the
screen, not surprising really, blit
a shame, all the same) The
second file contains details of
the user's location in Latitude &
Longitude, which is ENTERed
from the Main Menu, and then
may be saved to alleviate
having to enter your details ai
every session, and the third file
contains a table of all the stars
used by the main program.

The Program in us€
On booting the user is presen-
ted with the startup screen,

{take note of the above com-
nnents), and a few seconds
later thE main menu appears.
There are eight different op-
tions:

F1: SELECT VIEW
This gives the user a sub
menu ranging from a view cf
the whote sky, the overhead
section, cr variations of ihe
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compass {N,NE,NWS,SE,SW
etc.), the lnner Solar System
and the Outer Solar Sytem.

F2: CHANGE TIME
The user is prompted to
enter ihe Greenwich Mean
Tirne using the format 00.00
(ie:20.32 for B 32pnn), and
then the date, same type of
format' 21.3.2044 br 27lh
March 2000 This is the time
and date that all the sky
charts will now be based
upon until selecting F2 from
the main menu and altering
it,

F3: CHANGE PLACE
This should be your first np-
tion. This actually tells the
program at which neck of
the woods you are actually
gazing up into the sky Rich
gives some uselul examples
in the lnstruction-doc, so if
you don't know what your
Lat & Long. are, you can
choose and use the nearest
one to your location. (l got
the details of my location
frorn the border of an Ord-
nance Survey map) You en-
ter the detalls in the format
48.22n 2.18e, then you are
grven the option of saving
the in{o for future use.

F4: DIRECT SELECT
This gives another submenu
allowing the user to select
any of the nine planets, or
the sun, moon & stars. For

an exarnple, if I select JUPI-
TER, I get all the relevant de-
tails, such as location in the
sky, its diameter tempera-
ture, rotation period{day) ap-
parent size and number of
moons. On pressing any key
I am given a graphical repre-
sentation of how it would ap-
pear in a telescope, com-
plete with its moons.

F5: CURSOR SELECT
This is the heart of the sys-
tem. Say, from the main me-
nu you had selected Fl
{SILECT VIEW), and opted
for the whole sky ln se-
conds the program will cal-
culate the positions of all
stars and planets visible
from your location {as set in
option F3) and the time and
date selected (set in option
F2) They will be plotted on-
to the monitor/TV as dots of
varying colours and size in
relation to their apparent
size and luminosity There is
also be a legend at the top
lef t of the screen giving
your Lat & Long, with the
date and time of the plot. ln
the bottom right corner is
the instruction telling you to
press ESC to return to the
main menu. On returning to
the MAIN MENU, press F5,
and the star chart will re-
appear but overlaid with the
instructions for using CUR
SOR SELICT. pretty simple
really. You just use the cur-
sor keys to place the circu
lar cursor over an object on
ihe star chart, and by pres-
sing F5, you are presented
with the data for that object,
for example, I place the cur-
sor over an obscure dot on
the chart, press F5, and i am
given the following info'
object type' single star de
signation(name): Rho Leonis
Constellation: Leo distance,
250Olight years
I am also given details of its
location, magnitude and co-
lour You get this information
for every sta/planet dis-
played on the chari lf you
do not line the cursor up pro-
perly, you are given details of
the closest obiect to it. Un-
fortunately, this is another
place where there appears
to be a problem. I have an
AURORA system and use
SMSQ/E v2.91 .. ail works
frne and dandy. I also have a

Q40, using the latest version
of SMSQ/E, v2.97.. not so
fine All works fine up to the
CURSOR SELECT instruc-
trons, but on trying to use
the cursoI the instructions
remain on the screen, ob-
structing the star chart and
thus making this optton un
usable. I would hazard a
guess this is an operatrng
system fault, and not the
program- but I am no expert
Maybe when the final re-
lease of the Q40 colour dri
vers are here,(and thus, the
final version ot Sil/SQ/E)
maybe this probiem will be
sorted.

TAE: SCREEN nUMp
As implied, this gives a dump
of the current star chart. You
are prompted for the devjce
name, including subdirectory,
and the file name you wish
to call the dump Remember
this will be a QL screen
dump (512x256 scr;32768
bytes), so you will nct be
able to view this with any
extended screens of the
AURORA or Q40.

ESC: REMOVE MENU
This option allows you to
view the star chart unhin
dered.. Pressing ESC again
will return the MIA|N MENU

F6: QUIT PROGRAhL.
Guess What??

Thats about it. ls it worth it??
Putting the negative comments
I have made to one side, I

would whole heartedly say
yes. A little gem of a program,
very simple in its operation and
it does what it is intended to do
adrnirably and wiihout fuss it's
content is as relevant tociay as
it was way back in 1985
Congratulations to Rich for re-
surrecting this little classic from
obscurity and returning it to the
QL community.
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lmside GoldFine - Fart 1
"Nasta"

As GoldFire is rnentioned several times in this issue, and custorners are waiting for lt for a long
time, Nasta has kindly allowed us to print the current specification of the GoldFire. This will give you
an idea how cornplex the GoldFire is and what it will be. As the description is fairly technical, we
only dedeicate a few pages per issue - and hope that by the time we print the final part, GoldFire
will be available. Even if you are not technically minded, have a look at the text and you can irnagine
what GoldFire will be.

1. GOTDFIRE BUS PROTCCCL

Table Of Contents
10 The purpose of this document
1.1 Bus electrical definiiion
1.1.1 Expansionconnector
1.L2 Signal types
L2 Bus signal Definitions
1.2.1 Power and Ground
1,.2.2 Address and Data buses
1.2.3 Bus cycle control signals
1.2.4 lnterrupt lines
1.2.5 System or motherboard generated signals
1.2.6 Compatibility signals
1.2.7 Reserved lines
l.?.8 Comparison between GoldFire and

original QL bus specification

1,3 Bus protocols
13.1 Narrow {B-bit) bus protocols
1.3.2 Wide (32-bit) bus protocol
1,4 Otherinterfacingconsideratrons
1.4.1 Electrrcal properties of signals
1.4.2 Timing properties of signals
1.4 3 Functional properties of signals
1.5 Specification changes

'1"CI The prrrpos€ of this docurnent
Thrs document describes in detail external bus
interfacing, protocols and compatibility issues for
the GoldFire. The GoldFire bus is based on the
QL bus and is compatible with it, but also adds an

array of additional features. lt also redefines the
original QL bus definition taking into account 1"7

years of QL expansion development.
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1.'tr Bus elecrical definition and within certain limits, electrically.

GoldFire uses an expanded subset of QL
expansion bus signals The actual connector has 1"1"1 FXpAnSiOn COnneCOr
remained unchanged, and is conpatible with The following is the signal layout 0n the
many QL expansion boards both mechanically expansion connector:

+===========f

+======+======$======+===+===+ CQNNECTQft a==={;=:+-=-t==+======+=-====+
la*pl t-tz I euit I r I o I prNour I e I r i suit la*pl s-tzl
*====* =*======{======{==={===+==== =+===*=}= ==}===+===:==+==== = =+= =====+

P l----, GROUND ,----l

.l.iTRQ
t--
lH

$6*e{ -WR

----( -TACK
ee-e{ -WDATA
----r -ATRQ

n1 q I arqe-a | ..*a

**-&( -RESET
----( -RFSH
D23 | A23

----( POLL

Dl lxD2 laz

GR0UND )-e&-
D2
D1
DO

-NTRQ
) ****

) --6-

A16

&23

**--(
D26
D25
D24

H

L25
A24

B,X
Br*
Br*
0r*
Br*
0r*
I

0r*
0r*
ps
Vt"

T

nl*

:

Br*
Br*
Br*
Br*

B,X
Br*

P

l
rlrl

0rLl
plrl

PI

J1^IU
?h

3b
4b
5b
6b

8b
oh

10b
't'tl.irv
tzb
13b
1l+b
15b
16b
lvb
1Bb
1-9b

20b
21b
zzD
23b
24b
25b
26b
2m
2Bb
29b
3ob
31b
32b

IA

2a
3a
4a
5a
6a
T4

Ba
9a'

10a
-t1^
taa

LZa
t3a
llra
]-5a
L6a
LYa
l-8a
19a
2Aa
zLa
22a
23a
2lra
25a
26a
27a
28a
29a
3aa
3La
32a

P

Br*
Br*
Br*
Br*
Br*
B,X
Br*
R-*
R-*

-
R_t(

Br*
Br*
Br*
B,X
Br*
Br*
B,X
F,*
Br*
Br*
u:*

P

0rH
P

P

P

P

P

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

\rr U

C,U

lp
ls
ls
le
lu
ls
I rrIU
It
l!

lululnlu
ls,u
lc,u
ls
ls,u
ln
ln
ln
le
ln
lb
lp
lc,u
le
lelrlL
lc,r,
li,lr
I -tr

lrlp

Ar_9 iA19 lD19
A1B IAlB IDlB
A17 lAr_7 lD1?
A15 l416 lD16

D3
Dlt
D5
D6
D7

A9
A8
i17

L6
A5
L4

X
BS0
BS1
B52
BS3

D27
D28
D29
D30
D3L

---*( CLK
*-**( *VPA

BIA14
BlA13
BIA12
BIAl1
BIAlO

-orF( RESERVED )---q
--*-( RXSERVED )**-*
FecF( RXSERVED )--**
D22 lL22 lA22
D2r lA2r lazt
D20 lA20 lA20

***-( R0M0E
AO

A1
L2

DU

B

B

B
n
D

D

BlA3 le: lu:
R l----, RESERVED )---E
P l----, GR0UND '----H l----. DDECB )----

ALA I nrz-
173 I nr:
AI2 I DLz
A11 I D1l
Al-0 I n:.0
A9
AB

A7
A6
A'
Llt

D9
D8
D7
D6
D5

D4

----( GROUND )--**
-sq-( -HINT )--**
--*-( IPL1 ) ***-
----( -NINT )--*-
-*--( *LINT )--**
l----, +5V )----
l ----, +5V ) ----

P

P

P
p

P

q*q-( GR0UhrO ) *--*
----( GROUND ,----l
----< +12V ,-*--l
*---( -72V ,-**-l
----( +5V ,----l

Legend:

TABLE HEADING'
D'32 32 bit cycle data phase ( WDATA is l-OW)

A'32 32 bit cycle address phase (-WDATA is HIGH)

Sbit 8-bit cycle
T Signal type
G Use on GoldFire

SIGNAL TYPES (Electrical and usage):
P Power or ground lines
B Bidirectional lines
U Unidirectional lines (direciion as defined in

signal definiiions)
L Pulled low
H Pulled high
R Reserved

S SVstem (see signaldescription)
C Compatibility (see signal description)
SIGNAL USt ON GOLDFIRE,
P Power or ground connection
B Bidirectional
O Output
I lnput- Not connected* 33 ohm series terminated
L Sink ('open collector')
H Source {'open emitter')

SIGNAL NAMES AND NOTATIONS:
-name active low signal
-(name)- non-multiplexed signal
L, H, X l-ow High, Unknown or don't care state
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1 .1 "2 Signal types
Signals can be of three types by usage,

1) General interconnect, These signals are regular
bus signals and power lines as used by cornpo-
nents on the bus.

2) Systern, These signals are required for proper
system operation and are provided by a 'chasis'

or a 'motherboard'. There are only two such
signals' the -RESET signal, and the PCLL signal

3) Compatibility: These signais are connected on
backplanes but are not necessarily used within a
system They are provided for compatibility with
existing QL motherboards and peripherals.

Signals can be of 4 types by electrical definition,

t) Bidirectional (fully drrven), This irnpiies that a
signal may be driven by one output at a time, and
used by many inputs. ln effect these are 'totem

pole' TTL compatible signals, which can be tri-sta-
ted, although the high impedance state is not
used with the GoldFire other than when a signalis
an input or in input mode 0n GoldFire, all bidirec-
tional signals save one are bus lines, and lhey are
series terminated with 33 ohm resistors. ln addi
tion, the outputs are LVTTL compatible, which
means they can interface directly with 3 3V
devices. As outputs, these lines can sink or
s0urce at least 12mA, and are therefore fully
buffered. Backplanes may provide additional
parallel termination and level fix (by pull"up or
pull-down)

2) Unidirectional signals {fully driven), This implies
signals which always have one direction, either
input or output. 0n GoldFire, fast outputs such as
bus cycle control signals, are series terminated
with 33 ohm resistors, are 3.3V compatible, and
can sink or source at least 12mA. lnputs are pulled

to a defined state, which is always 'high' on
GoldFire

3) Wired logic signals (pull up or pulldown), These
are vanous signals that impiement wired OR /
wired AND logic, and are erther inputs or pull up
or pull down outputs GoldFire implements only
two such signals, DDECB and -EINT Both can
source 0r sink 12mA, respectively. The bus
provides for 3 more wired logic signals, but those
are inputs to the GoldFire.

4)Power and ground lines: The new bus definition
puts 5V power in the place of 9V lines as has

become a custom wiih today's QL configurations,
The GoldFire is, howevet very flexible, and can
use any voltage level between approximately
4 4V and 12V on it's main power pins. This
capability is provided for compatibility with QL
systems that operate on 9V power +12V and-12V
power is not used directly on the GoldFire, it is

routed to the port expansion connector:

X,2 Bus signal Definitions
This section defines the functions oi each signal
on the bus in detail

1.2.1 Fower and Ground
The bus provides four power nodes'
+5V This is the main power node, it uses three

pins for higher current capability. The
GoldFire will aiso accept 9V power on
these lines for compatibility with older QL
systems without the need for modification,
At least 1.8A should be available from thrs

line at 5V (or 1A at 9V) for proper GoldFire
operation,

+12V This is the +12V low current utility power
node lt is not used by the GoldFire.

12V This is the -12V low current utility power
node. lt is not used by the GoldFire

GND This is the combined ground node for
signals and power lt uses 6 pins {or higher
current capability,

X.2.9 Address and Data buses:
Axx Address, data or multiplexed address and

data lines, referred to
Dxx depending on application i32bit or Sbit)

For 8-bit non-multiplexed
BSxx cycles the usual A0. A23 and D0. D7 is

used to describe the pins. For 32-bit multi-
plexed cycles A/Dx, Ax/Dx or BSx/Dx is

used to describe the pin, by the inforrna-
iion it carries in the addressldata phase.

Refer to 1.5 for possible changes to the
multiplexing scheme When srgnals are
referred to by the address they carry, the
DE MULTIPLEXTD definition is always
used, ie. Axx, Dxx, BSx. Byie select sig
nals BS0.BS3 seleci bus bits D31. D24,
D23,.D16, D15 DB and D7..D0 respectively
ln eftect, the number appended to BS
denotes the combination of A0 and Al
which would access bytes in a long word
at the address tA25ltA24l tA3l[A2]00b
Byte select signals are ACTIVI HIGH.
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1.2.3 Bus rycle control signals
-NTRQ Narrow (8 bit) transfer request. This

signal goes low when a narrow cycle
starts and is held low throughout the
duration of the cycle. The signal uses
the QL bus DSL pin and is compatible to
the QL DSL signal. This signal does
NOT go low when the autoterminated
narrow lO area is accessed {see signal
-ATRQ below).

-ATRQ Auto-terminated narrow cycle request.
This signal is srmilar to -NTRQ except
that it is generated only for auto termi-
nated narrow accesses. These acces-
ses have a fixed duration and cover an

address range of 15M bytes. The signal
is active throughout the cycle which
lasts approximately 190ns This signal
uses the QL bus BGL pin, and it's func-
tion is f\OT compatible with the QL bus
definition THF 68008 CPU MUST be
removed from the system if a standard
QL motherboard is used with GoldFire

-WIRQ Wide (32 bit) transfer request. This sig-
nal goes low when a 32bit cycle starts
and is held iow throughout the duration
oi the cycle. The signai uses the QL bus
BGL pin. Because of this, if the GoldFire
is used with a standard QL motherboard,
IHE 6BOOB CPU MUST BE REMOVED
from it's socket.

-WDATA Wide data phase. When this signal is
low the 32-b't cycle data phase is in

progress The signal uses the QL bus
ASL pin and is NIOT COMPATIBLT with
it's previous function. ASL should not be
used on QL peripherals anyway so this
should not present a problem.

WR Write cycle. When low data is output to
the bus when appropriate in the cycle
The signalis used in a similar manner for
both the harrow and wide bus mode ln

the wide bus mode, the signal goes low
on a write cycle in the address phase
and remains low throughout the cycle,
to lacilitate decoding. The signal uses
the QL bus RDWL pin and is QL
compatible

-TACK Transfer acknowledge This srgnal has
to be pulled low according to the bus
protocol of the bus cycle in progress
The signal uses the QL bus DTACKL pin

and is compatible with it when used lor
narow cycies. B bit QL peripherals will
not see wide cycles and will not gene-
rate this signal on a wide cycle. TACK is

ignored during an auto-terminated nar-
row access cycle.

1.2.4 Interrupt lines
NINT Non-maskable interrupt, This signal uses

the QL bus BERRL pin, which is normally
used to cause a bus error exception or
a cycle re-run. l{o known QL peripherals
generate this signal, hence it was
redefined as a non maskable interrupt
input, active low edge triggered, On the
GoldFire this pin is an inpui to the inter
rupi controller

-HINT High priority interrupt This signal uses
the QL bus lPL0 pin This pin is norrnally
not used by peripherals excepl the lPC.

lf a standard IPC is used, the CTRL-
ALT 5 keypresses will generate a level 4

interrupt to CPUI on the GoidFire, be-
cause this pin is an input to the interrupt
routing hardware and maps to interrupt
level 4 on CPU1 lt is recomended that
the IPC pin connected to |PLO be bent
out of the IPC socket.

LINT Low priority interrupt. This srgnal uses
the QL bus EXTINTL pin and has the
same {unction as the QL signal of that
name. On the GoldFire this pin is an

INPUT into the interrupt controller The
GoldFire may use this input even when
there is no 2X8302 ULA in the systern.

"'!.?.5 Systern or motherboard
generated signals
-RISET Reset signal, goes low on power up or

when reset button is pressed Fully QL
compatible, always an input to all boards
except the motherboard or system
backplane,

-P0LL Polling interrupt signal, approximately
50Hz frequency. This signal uses the QL
bus VSYNCH pin and is compatible with
the QL bus definition The signal is
provided to generate a stable timing re

ference as expected by QL OS sott-
ware. On the GoldFire this signal is an

input to the interrupt controller

1 "9"6 Compatibility signals
DDEC Decoder disable. This signal uses the

QL bus DSMCL pin and is slmilar in func-
tion with the corresponding QL bus sig-
nal, When DDEC is puiled high, the
'motherboard' will disable it's internal de-
coders and not react to any cycle on the
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bus. This signal is used to enable addi-
tional or different decoding than is pro-
vided by the'motherboard' or to disable
motherboard devices on an address by
address basis. This is the only compa-
tibility signal generated by the GoldFire,
and is pulled high whenever A18 and
A19 are either 01 or 10. This prevents
potential aliasing of motherboard devi
ces into parts of the narrow address
range which could not be used in pre-
vious QL expansion boards such as the
(Super) Gold Card

CLK 7.5MHz QL cornpatible system clock.
This signal is normally generated by the
'motherboard', and is very rarely used in

the system.
RFSFI Refresh clock. This signal uses the QL

bus CSYNCHL pin, and norrnally carries
the CSYNCH signal it a QL rnotherbcard
is in use, or a constant 16384Hz signal if
an Aurora is in use, This signat has been
reiained for compatibility with the
(Super) Gold Card which uses it as a

reference for RAM refresh The GoldFire
does not use this signal.

-VPA Valid Peripheral Address. This signal
was originally used for 6800 family peri
pheral compaiible cycles, and to force
autovectoring of interrupts on standard
QLs and the Gold Card. Both the origlnal
QL motherboard and the Aurora gene-
rate a low on this line when the FCO and
FCl lines are both high which for the

aforementioned hardware signals an
interrupt acknowledge cycle Since
these lines have also been redefined
into data and address lines, the state of
-VPA will be indeterminate when a

GoldFire is used in the system, howeverl
the -VPA line is not used in this configu-
ration anyway so this should not be a
problem

-lPLl lnterrupt input line priorily 1. This line is

used to generate level 2 interrupts in QL
setups. This line is retained for compati
bility reasons and rs an input on the
GoldFire, iied into the interrupt controller
to produce level 2 interrupts on CPU1

ROMOE ROM enable on the QL motherboard,
This signal is normally generated by the
'motherboard' whenever the address on
the bus is in the range 00000h.OFFFFh
Both the original QL mr:therboard and
the Aurora generate this signal tor f?Oful

slot compatibility. The GoldFire doesn't
use it.

1.2,V Reserved lines
The lines which have these designators
in the standard QL bus detinition are not
used by any known peripheral and have
aiso been left unused by the GoldFire

They are considered reserved. lt is not
guaranteed that DBGL backplanes will
have any interconnect on these lines.

p
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The last column was put to bed
during the frantic preparations
for the annual trip to the U,S.

for the show there. Now I am

back having had a very enjoy-
able time with the US Qlers.
Tony, Jcchen and myselt
stayed at Bill Cable's hillside
retreat for the weekend of the
show and l, for one, would like
to thank Bill for his hospitality,

Hot HTtutrL
A couple of issues back I men-

tioned that I would like to be
able to produce HTML on a QL
based machine and, at the U.S.

show Francious Lancialt (author

of Paragraph the ProWesS
Word Processo r) demonstrated
that he had done that very
thing in the current release of
Paragraph {2.03) By the time
that you read this I hope to
have a Paragraph produced
page up on my website The
demonstration of the capabili-
ties of Paragraph at the show

was really excellent and this
will prove to be a very useful
tool when the faster machines
begin to take hold. Certainly on
the Q 40 this is a vel.y efficient
tool and now that people are
running QPC 2 on ATHLON
based systems in excess of
650MHz I am sure they will
reap the rewards of his hard
work.

'There's GoldFirE rn

Thern Thar $-"iills'
At Bill Cabie's Sunday barbe-
que after the show Nasta and
Tony Firshman were deep in

conversation about lhe future
of the GoldFire project. l{asta
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has been working hard to get
Ihis off the ground and they are
already into parts selection and
other exciting things. Nasta
was beginning to talk in terms
of what we may have to leave
off given the amount of capa
bilities the chips he wants to
use have. The main problem
being how do you fit all the
connectors on.
This is all good news to those
who like to have the teel of the
native QL Hardware The Gold-
Fire is pianned to be about the
same size as the Aurora
Motherboard so it should fit
nicely into the MinisQL cases
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Marcel Kilgus was kind enough
to let me have one of the beta
test versions of the new colour
driven QPC 2s. I have been
running this on my Athlon 700
Mhz PC and I found it very
powerful Although this is not
up to the speed of thE Q 40 it
certainly works well and he has
now implemented a version
which runs within a standard
Windoze window making it
easy to resize and control the
program. He has increased the
speed of the main kernel in the
process of writing this new
version and there is very little
loss of reaction even when
running in the highest reso-
lution and colour mode.

At one of our recent user
group meetings we tried this
out on the various laptop ma-
chines our members have. We
did noie that the machines with
the lowest graphics card me
mory seemed to have ihe most
problems when running the
program and Marcel confirms
that he expects 4Mb graphics
card memory to be the mini-

mum for a stable system. Not
surprising really since ma-

chines with a lower capacity

than this have problems
running Windoze in full colour
mode at high resolution
This is a good development for
QPC 2 and we should soon
see other systems sporting
this new multr colour look. QPC
2 v 2 should be available in ihe
autumn.

Don't Try This At Homa
One Q 40 user has reported a
probiem which occurred with
his Q 40 when he swapped
mcnitors while the machine and
monitor were both switched on.
This caused a spike which, in

turn, blew the video output of
the Q 40 Although it is temp-
ting io do this when you are
playing around with monitors it
is something which should be
avoided. Most monitors will not
do this but there is always a

chance of finding one which
will or one which has deve
loped a fault allowing high vol
tages on the input lines This
was not a fatal problem and we
fixed it quite quickly but it is not
worth the risk.
I would like to point out, while
the Q 40 is under the discus-
sion that Dilwyns comments on
the reasons, mentioned in the
editorial of the last issue, for
the supply of Q 40s drying up
were not 100% accurate or at
least gave a misleading impres-
sion. The main reason was that,

as Tony Firshman built the
boards, he put the ones which
failed to one side to be looked
ai later I did not know this and
carried on selling them until I

had soid all ot the working
boards At this point Tony

should have started to find the
problems with the non working
boards. 0n the whole this is

usually the odd bad solder
connection or faults of that
nature.
Tony, however had comrnitted
himselt to other tasks and

there was a lull in production. lt
did not help that he had left
himself with a non-functioning
processor to do the testing
with either:
The other facior which has
held the Q 40 up has been
something which is odd in the
extreme. When I first started
using SMSQ/E on the Q 401 re
ported all software failures to
Tony Tebby One of the failures
revclved around certain Qlibe-
rated programs. The quickest
test for this was to see if the
Lonely Joker would work or
not.
At some point in this inier
change TT said'lt works on rny

machine'but it still did not work
on mine, He even sent me a
disk with a boot which loaded
SMSQ/E, loaded QPAC 2 and
ran the Lonely Joker This farled

on my one too. I wondered if
there was some diff erence
between his, pre-production,
board and ours until, at the
show in Cambridge last year
Tony Firshman ran the disk on
his machine and it worked
Since then I have tried eve-
rything to pin down the diffe'
rence between my Q 40 and
the others. I even had a cus-
tomer's Q 40, which I had just

built, and my one open side by
srde and changed every plug-in

chip on the boards to see
which one was causing the
problems but my machine stub
bornly ref uses to play the
garne.

When I work out what is cau-
sing this I will lei you all into the
secret.

Possible SMSQ bug?
Talking of problems with sys
tems prompts rne to ask those
of you out there who have
v2.97 or later of SttlSQ/t if you
have had any trouble for-
matting or writing to floppies, I

am still running rny two main
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Aurora systems on v2.95 be-
cause it seems unable to for-
mat DD disks I had thought it
was a dodgy disk drive and
changed it but the problem
persists. lf anyone else has had
this problem please let rne
know because I need to get tc
the bottom of the problem

I should imagine that most
SMSQ/f users are currently
using HD or ED disks and have
not noticed the problem but I

have to supply a lot of my
sof tware on DDs and so I

noticed it quite qurckly

This issue the accolade
to Norman Dunbar
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ltaBfiam Meetfing
$&.nx?,u &t*? sf ffiq&.

Sala eongressi Circoserizisne 2

Via Fratelli Cervi 70
Pieve fu{ods!ena
Reggio Emilia

lf you come by car take motorway
41 and exit "Reggio Emilia", then
follow the route on the map.

You should be able to find rnore
details about the show soon on
Davide's website,

www. geo cities" co rn/dsa ntae h iara/
meetinginfoeng.htm

lf you need more details, you can
contact Davide via [mail'
ergon@libers.lt

The ltalians claimed on the last

invitation"come to where you get the
best food in the world", So come
along to the North of ltaly, check out
if this is true and join other QL users
and dealers. J-M S will be there iby
car), and TF Services and QBranch
will try to fly there



The &tu ffituffiw A ffirtda
\Me w$XX &aaqre a &xw& max&aNmwa **x*s ye&re Xm&s epf s&xmwrs;

$at.u 26eh of AaxEaxs& - rsL-mxNmruSwmNggg
Same venue as always-S&" .'joris Coltrege

$m&., 2md off Sep&ercber - ffiffi-Lmffim&f$
Quamta meeting and trader's showr at the
F{ampxner&oxa fkS,emer&a6 F#aB6

x-ingharn $tneetn stoe&<wet$ &reexru &.ondora swg gHF
The ves?q-Ee fis approx$ma&eXy 1& ma$mx"r&es wra!$<[mg dfis&anee fnoNm &he
followinq stations:a7 * -*'
Brixton Underground (Victoria Line)

,BrixtonRailway (Orpington io Vicioria via Brrxfon, Herne Hill, West Dulwich, Sydenham l-1ill, penge fast, KentHouse, Beckenham :unc!o1 Bromley south, Bickley ano petis woods)
Loughborough Junction Railway (Thameslrnk to Luton ino catwicn Anb.rtr)
Clapham North Underground (Northern Line)
Clapharn High, Street R3llwav (Victoria to Battersea Park and South East London)
Stockwell Underground (Nortt-rern and Victoria Lines)
Overseas vistors travelling via Eurostar will be pleased lo note that Stockwell is 3 sfops from Waterloo
Underground Station on the Northern l_ine.
Roads -close to the 43, A23 and A24. Look for StockwellRoad on maps and locate Lingham Street SWg.Buses - several bus routes with cestination stockwell or nearby.
Car parking. 

. There are no parking restrictions alter S:0pm on fridry evening. Howeve[ visitors comingby car should try to .get here earlyl Salurday is a snoppinil oru and you may have to park in nearby sidestreets. {fere is parking f or about 13 cars at tfre Halt'itself] although do not i5Srre all will be available forour use. This should suit traders to park and off load.

$at", 3&th$ of'sep&. ff'saxmday, ss& sf os&ober -
A- X-ile & de mre $ e&x s &e $ m

Thfrd .&nxstr&am f{4eetf,ng at F{eidemrefiehstefin {sarme vemgre as before}.
Eetaftrs f;n GenmaxN issnle ef &{_ Today.

Sum., &t&? of Oetober * X*Reggiw Kmfilia
Another Xeing awaited meet$ng in {taly" Same vex"lere as $as& time, but as
&his $s qexfi&e s6Fx?e &ime &So, yonx w$EB fimd the details ora the neverse side

s&t"u a 4efu wf oe t" msld s&rm,, g seh mf ffie &wber *
&B-PCIrtsx!?oerfu& - &X- A&0ff1

For snone detaitrs $ee previous issue of gL Today!

Sat"u 2 3 st sf Oc&ob€ff * F-trarfis
1S:&S to 16:&0 {opexr g:O& fon traders}
ffniversf;t€ Paris, EZ Rue de xa Libentd, saixat Denfis
Room nuxnber to be annoux,eed" cafeteria CIpexx rx:ss - 3s;3CI
Metro - Ligne 13, terminus Saint-Denis - Universite. Bus - lignes ztg, zs+,2s5,260,268, 356, 361
http://www un iv-parisB.f r/u pB/moyens_d*acces.shtm I


